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PREFACE 

This report is one of a series of publications designed to 

disseminate the results of the various special projects conducted 
,. 

in association with Project SEARCH. Most of these special projects 

were undertaken because there were potential technical or operational 

implications of significant interest to all participating states. 

However, the projects were conducted by individual states and 

primarily addressed intra-state problems. 

In approving the publication of these special project reports, 

the SEARCH Project Group is attempting primarily to accomplish wide 

dissemination of all of the results coming from SEARCH-associated 

efforts. It should not be assumed, in these special project reports, 

that recommendations and conclusions presented by the authors are 

endorsed by either the SEARCH participants or by LEAA. Rather, the 

SEARCH Project Group believes that this report is of sufficient 

quality and comprehensiveness that it deserves consideration in 

any similar project. 

i; 

O.J. Hawkins 
Chairman 
SEARCH Project Group 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

This is the final report of the initial Parole and Pro

bation Study conducted by the New York State Identification 

and Intelligence System (NYSIIS). Briefly, the goals of the 

Parole and Probation Study were to survey and document the 

information needs of parole and probation agencies and also 

- ,- ~ 

>, 

to define the methods wherein parole/probation information could 

be made rapidly available to the criminal justice community. 

\l11th the accomplishment of these goals, NYSIIS will have the 

capability to proceed with the design and implementation of an 

advanced parole and probation reporting system, permitting 

participating agencies to contribute to and share in the in

formation stored in the system. 

SURVEY OBJECTIVES 

In order to accomplish the stated goals of the Parole 

and Probation study, the project- team, organized for this 

effort, conducted the survey in accordance with the following 

objectives: 

1. Determine what information is presently available 

w-1thin parole and probation a.gencies that can be 

made readily accessible to the criminal justice 

community through NYSIIS. 
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2. Determine the specific information needs of 

parole and probation agen(~ies that can be 

satisfied by NYSIIS. 

3. Determine what informa tiOIl is presently available, 

from other agency sources" that would be of use 

in satisf".ring the information needs of parole/ 

probation agencies. 

4. Determine what information is presently available, 

from other agency sources, that would be of use 

in satisfying the information needs or parole/ 

probation agencies. 

5. Determine those data elements required for the 

establishment of a statistical data base to be 

accessed by contributing agencies for assistance 

in the performance of program evaluations and 

projections. 

6. Determine the most efficient method of integrating 

each agencies indicated needs for parole and pro

bation information, into an auto~ate4 basic data 

interchange system. 

INFORMATION SOURCES 

The informat:1.on contained in this report was derived 

primarily--from two sources. The first source consisted of 

field trips made by members of the project team to represent

ative parole/probation agencies, courts, police agencies, dis-
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trict attorney offices, and correction institutions within 

New York State. The data collected on each field trip was 

then dOC1llL~.ented in a report written by a member of the pro

ject team in attendance at the agency interview. All avail- i 

able prior reports pertinent to the current study and in

dividual agency publications were also reviewed for additional 

information. 

FORMAT OF THE REPORT 

The following sections of this report present a detailed 

analysis of the results of the investigation performed by t~ie 

NYSIIS Parole and Probation Study team. Section II is devoted 

to an analysis of the basic infQrmation needs of criminal jus

tice agencies with emphasis given to the needs of parole and 

probation agencies; section III p~ovides a brief background on 

parole and. probation in New York State and analyzes these oper

ations through an examination of their major functional areas; 

section IV describes the type and frequency of NYSIIS assistance 

to the system. agencies; section V discusses the data element 

requirements of the NYSIIS reporting system; section VI des

cribes the revisions to the NYSIIS process system necessitated 

by the survey results and recent legislative action and section 

VII provides for an initial description of the planned NYSIIS 

statistical system. 

--~-~----
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SECTION II 
INFORMATION NEEDS 

The key area of information sharing between criminal jus,. 

tice agencies concerns the continuing relationship of an offender 

to the entire criminal justice process from entrance to exit. 

When was he arrested, and with what offenses was he charged? 

What disposition did the court m~J:e in his case'? Was he placed 

on probation or was he committed to an institution'? Was he 

later paroled'? Has he had a continuing record of criminal ac

tivity, with multiple arrests, convictions and sentences'? In 

general, the question at issue is--what is known about the 

criminal background of a given individual'? All agencies are 

concerned with these questions. The contents of this section 

identify the relevant information needs of criminal justice 

agencies at their specific decision making points as surveyed 

by the Parole/Probation study team. 

The types of agencies interviewed by the project team 

fall into six distinct groups: probation, parole, police and 

sheriff, courts, district attorneys, and penal institutions. 

A defined procedure was used by the project team in interviewing 

each agency that represented one of'these six groups. This pro

cedure generally took the following form: 

1. Explain the proposed role and objectives of the 

Project SEARCH Parole and Probation study in 

terms of a centralized parole/probation reporting 

system and the criminal justice community * 
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2. Define the major agenc:y decision points in pro

cessing criminal offenders and obtain the cor

responding information. needs at each of these 

decision points. In the same context, obtain 

agency response time and volumes, attitudes and 

factors relevant to the enrichment of the NYSIIS 

SCH (Summary Case Histo~y) data base particularly 

in the area of parole and probation. 

POLICE NEEDS 

Police functions essentially consist of tw'o major decision 

points: investigation and arrest/booking. As shown on table 

2-1, police needs for parole/probation information at these 

decision points are limited. How'ever, the polic.e would like to 

be notified as soon as possible if an arrestee is on parole or . 

probation so that they may cause h:tm to be detained pending ap

propriate parole or probation action. 

Additionally, the arrest agencies expressed a desire to 

be notified of all parolees and probationers under supervision 

in their particular area, and the conditions of their release. 

The police feel that in some instances, this information will 

provide assistance during investigative work and additionally 

cQuld identify an otherwise\Jeemingly minor: infraction of law 

as a violation of a condition of parole or probation. 

1 I 
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DISTRICT ATTORNEY NEEDS 

The District Attorney offices visited by the survey pro

ject team indicated that their primary concern in the investi

ga-tions funGtions involved sensi ti ve issues, such as political> 

corruption and organized crime. All other investigations were 

performed by local criminal justice agencies. However, th~ 

agencies visited stat~d that background information was neces

sary in prosecutions, particularly in the bail and ROR phases 

of a case. 

The major District Attorney decision pOints are: arraign

ment, pre-hearing, grand jury, trial and sentencing. Table 2-2 

lists these decision points with the corresponding operations, 

systems assistance and type response. It is evident from the 

table that the District Attorney must hava access to current 

or updated parole/probation information concerning the criminal 

offender. Specifically, a central reporting system can assist 

the District Attorney in three ways: 

1. The District Attorney requires parole/probation and 

"Wanted" status information before bail/ROR pre

c0dings. 

2. The District Attorney requires parole or probation 

information prior to plea. 

The District Attorney requires accurate and complete 

information concerning the suspects prior criminal 

and social history. 

I 
! 
~ 
Ii 
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COURT NEEDS 

To determine the courts' parole/probation information needs 

at their key decision making pOints, the project team inter

viewed administrative staff members of the 'New York City Crim

inal Courts. Table 2-3 lists the decision points with the cor

responding operations, systems assistance and type response. 

In order to assist a criminal court in bail and ROR pro

ceedings, a central reporting system must possess the ability 

to provide background (in and out of state) criminal history 

information in a timely fashion. In addition, background in

formation 1s needed prior to sentenCing, especially in those 

cases where there is a possibility of a sentence of probation. 

Such information would greatly assist the presiding judge in 

decision considerations. In regard to the pre-arraignment 

phase (Bail - ROR) it was indicated by court officials that 

an abbreviated version of the current NYSIIS criminal history 

would be quite sufficient at this stage of the judicial process 

primarily due to the short time period available for arraign

ment. It was suggested by the project team that a response 

of this type should include the following information so as 

to best satisfy the criminal courts operations: 

1. A record of the current arrest. 

2. A listing of all previous criminal history both in 

and out of state. This could be in tabular format and 

in chronological order. 
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3. A record of any mental hygiene institution admissions 

as a warning device. This w'ould permit further study 

by the court's psychiatric staff. 

4. A synopSis of the individual's social record, to in-
'. 

clude general information such as previous addresses, 

military record, marital status and alcohol and nar-

cotics history. 

PROBATION NEEDS 

In surveying: the 'information of probation agencies, the 

project team determined that the key decision making points or 

activities were pre-arraignment, pre-plea, pre-sentence, trans

fer, supervision,.violation, discharge and follow-up. Table 

2-4 lists these decision points with their corresponding op

erations, required system assistance (information needs) and 

type of response. 

The overall reaction to the proposed inclusion of pro

bation data in a central reporting system was enthusiastic. 

All of the probation agencies interview'ed saw it as a signifi

cant advance tow'ards a full criminal justice information 

system. A set of data elements (see Attachment A) was 

utilized by the survey team as a guideline during each pro

bation agency interview. Each probation agency commented in 

a positive manner upon these items and generally accepted 

them as the prime requisites of a probation reporting system. 

-I 

1 
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Throughout the survey each probation agency was asked 

to comment on what additional information it deemed pertinent 

to an extended reporting system. The following are those major 

additions to the system suggested to the survey project team. 

1. Establishment of a "County/State of Record" probation 

file which would include the name and supervising 

jurisdictions ot all persons currently on probation 

in the state. 

2. Increased repor,ting, on the part of proQation agencies, 

to the central file.s so as to facilitate the inclusion 

of pertinent probation data. 

3. Initiation of a reciprocal system between individual 

criminal justice agencies and the central state agency 

for reporting deaths of individuals of interest to tne 

system. This procedure could, for example, be formulated 

as follows: 

a. If the death of an individual is reported to NYSIIS 

and his records indicate he has had contact with 

another justice agency (e.g. probation department), 

NYSIIS would notify the probation department of the 

death. This w'ould allow the department and NYSIIS 

a means for file purging. 

b. If a probationer under the department's supervision 

dies, this information would be reported to NYSIIS 

to allow purging of its files. 

It. The inclusion of Mental Hygiene, Nar(~otic Addiction, 

Alcoholism and co-defendant informatton would be ex-

tremel"{ valuable. However, prior to the approval of 
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release of this type information a valid method of 

verifying such information must be resolved. 

5. A method wherein investigating probation agencies 

could ascertain the existance of prior probation 

reports, their location, type and availability. 

CORRECTION INSTITUTION NEEDS 

A. New York City Department of Correction 

The survey team interview'ed officials of the New York 

City Department of Correction and the New York City Reception 

Center for men at Rikers Island to determine Correction infor

mation needs at their major decision points in the processing 

" 

of inmates. The City Correction Department was interested in 

the possibility of systematically including parole and probation 

information in the NYSIIS reporting system. 

There are five major decision points in the correction 

process as determined by the survey project 'team. These are: 

detention, post-sentence (commitment), transfer, release and 

follow-up. Table 2-5A lists these decision points with the 

corresponding operations, systems assistance and type response. 

The following is a summary of this data: 

1. DETENTION: Currently, the New' York City Department of 

Correction receives criminal history information from the 

New York City Police Department at the time of detention. 

This history generally includes city-wide f1ngerprintable 

arrest and available dispositions and usually excludes 

non-fingerprint able and non-city arrest and d1sposi-

tion information. To completely meet their information 

[i 

.... ..i.. __ .... ... - --. 
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needs at detention, Correction officials request 

that NYSIIS provide a chronological synopsis of an 

individual's prior criminal record. Minimally, thisl 

record should include the following data elements: 

Name 
NYSIIS Number 
Charge(s) 
Crime Date(s) 
Disposition(s) 

Arrestin~ Agency(s) 
Sentence(s) 
Mental Hygiene Admission(s) 
Narcotics status 

Also, if attainable, the reason for the mental in-

stitution admission would be valuable to assist in, 

reducing the possibilities of injuries to and 

suicides among inmates. As to priorities, criminal 

history background information on individuals arrested 

for lesser offenses (non-fingerprintable) is considered 

highly important in that the indiv~dua~ is more likely 

to be released before the background information is 

available. Ideally, this information should accompany 

the individual to the detention facili~y. 

POST-SENTENCE: Correction requires the inmate's entire 

NYSIIS criminal history record at :this decision point 

to assist in the classification process. Here, as in 

detention, the Correction officials classifY the need 

for background information concerning individuals 

convicted of lesser offenses as one of their more 

d This is due Primarily to the daily prominent nee s. 

receipt rate at the classification center, (170/day), 
" -, 
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with the result that the Department may only allow 

three days for classification processing prior to 

transfer of these inmates to one of the permanent 

incarceration facilities spread throughout the city 

and state. In addition since most of these inmates 

have been convicted of non-fingerprintab1e crimes, 

NYSIIS has not been informed of the arrest and 

consequently has not previously been able to release 

'. 

a criminal history to the institution. This lack of 

information, however, will be greatly reduced beginning 

September 1, 1971, due to the expanded category of finger

printable crimes in New York State (CPL 160.10) and to 

the increased number of occasions where a pre-sentence 

report will be required (CPL 390.10; 390e20). 

TRANSFER: The transfer and subsequent location of in

mates Mithin the institution is viewed as a serious 

problem to Correction officials. The concern has 

become so great that the Department is presently con

sidering automation of its inmate record keeping syst~m. 

Compounding the problem of transfer within the institutions 

of the City Correctional system is a recent agre&ment 

between City and State Correction officials to permit 

the City to transfer portions of its 10ngterm inmate 

population to State Correctional institutions to ease 

the overcrowding conditions of City institutions. 

4. RELEASE: Correction needs a more comprehensive inter

change of data in this area. For example, on occasion 
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the courts will call for someone who is no longer in 

the custody of the Department. Significantly, Cor

rection does not notify or provide exit data (dis

cnarge, escape, death) to NYSIIS. Howe~er, the 

general feeling was that Correction could provide 

the following data, if requested: 

Name 
NYS IIS Number 
Charge 
Arrest Date 

Place ot Detention 
Sentence 
Release Date 
Type of Release 

FOLLOW-UP: The Correction officials interviewed ex

pressed interest in the potential of NYSIIS for pro

viding statistical information which would be of use 

to them in program evaluation. A variety of possible 

report types were discussed, (see Table 2-5A - Follow

Up Data), and both NYSIIS and the Correction officials 

agreed to investigate further the possibilities of 

utilizing central agency data in facilitating this 

evaluation. 

B. New York State Department of Correction 

The needs and require~,nts of the State Department of Cor

rection are, with the exception of detention, sj .. gnificantly 

similar to the needs of the City Department. Response times are 

not as critical as the City Department due to the longer sentence 

length and more stable inmate population. Table 2-5B lists these 

decision points with the corresponding operations, systems assist

ance and type response. 
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PAROLE NEEDS 

Due to the centralized structure of the New York State 

Parole function, the survey team concentrated its efforts on a 

series of interviews with the Central Offices of the Division ~ 

of Parole. The result of the interviews was an agreement, as 

in probation, to investigate the parole function via its major 

decision point respons+bilities. 

There a1·e seven major decision-making po:tnts in the parole 
, . 

process, as cleterm'ined by the participants. These are hearing, 

release to p~lrole, transfer, general supervision, violation, 

discharge and follow-up. Table 2-6 lists these decision points 

with the correspon~ing'opera.tions, required system assistance 

and NYS IIS re'sponse. The following is a detailed summary of 

this data for the Division of Parole: 

1. HEARING: A report is prepared at this point by the 

Institution Parole Officer at the reception center 

showing the SOCial, marital, military, educational, 

etc. background of the potential parolee. In general, 

the preparation of this r.eport amounts to updating th!a 

pre-sentence Probation Report. If additional information 

is needed it is acquired via the local area parole office. 

As far as can be determined, a central parole/probation 

reporting system, will not usually be Called upon to aid 

Parole at this decision point. 
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2. RELEASE TO PAnGLE: Parole is given advance notice 

when an inmate will be released ~nd to which Area 

Parole Oftice he will be assigned. The information 

required at this point is conta-1ned in the Parole 

case folder received from the institution. If any 

information is missing a request for it is made through 

the Department of Correction. System assistance is not 

needed at this decision point. 

3. TRANSFER: Transfers are handled by the transferring 

and receiving agencies. Copies ot transfer reports 

are forwarded to central parole headquarters by both 

agencies. System assistance at this point is dependent 

upon the type of transfer (in or out of state). 

4. GENERAL SUPERVISION: There are three categories for 

supervision: intensive, active and reducedu Under 

intensive supervision, the parolee must report from 

2-4 times a month, for active it is once a month, and 

under reduced it is 4 times a year. Supervision in

formation is r~quired at this decision point to show 

social rehabilitation ot the parolee. This type of 

information is presently collected by the Division 

ot. Parole's Research Unit. 

,. VIOLATION: There are three categories of violations 

that parole is concerned with: criminal, technical 

and absconding. At this decision pOint, parole wants 

I 
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to be nptified on all arrests if the person is cur

rently on parole. This is one ot the areas where a 

central parole/probation reporting system can be ot 

assistance. It is standard practice for Parole to 

notify NYSIIS of all parole violators so that the 

NYSIIS files can be updated. When a warrant 1s 

issued, the Area Parole Otfice notifies the Central 

Parole Office,.. The Central Parole Office oIchen notifies 

NYSIIS, who posts this information to its WANTED FILE 

and N.C.I.C. Once entered into the NYSIIS tiles, NYSIIS 

will be prepared to notify Parole as soon as an ac-

tivity is recorded on the parolee. 

6. DISCHARGE: At this decision point a parolee is dis

charged when his maximum time is up. According to 

parole authorities, there is no system assistance 

needed at this decision point. 

7. FOLLOW-UP: At present, tollow-up information is avail

able to Parole through statistical studies undertaken 

and published by the Research Unit of the Division of 

Parole. The basic system for parole does not, due to 

the sophistication of the Parole Departments Research 

function, suggest any system assistance at this stage, 

other than normal criminal history reporting. 
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In summary, a central parole/probation reporting system can 

aid parole by reporting all persons arrested who are currently 

under parole supervision. Parole, can assist in the formulation 

of a true and complete criminal justice ~eport~ng system, by 

supplying NYSIIS with a greater range of information (perhaps 

via the Depa1'tment of Correctional Services) in a more timely 

fashion. 

VOLUME LOADS AND RESPONSE TIME REQUIREMENTS 

Table 2-7 summarizes the case load volumes and required 

response time of the various types of agencies interviewed by 

the parole/probation project team. This data is given for each 

agency's key decision points. 
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SECTION III 

BACKGROUND AND MAJOR FUNCTIONS 
OF NEW YORK STATE 

PAROLE AND PROBATION 

This section of the report will concern itself with both 

a review of the functions of parole and probation as segments 

of the criminal justice system and an examination of each of 

these functions via an analysis of the major an.d supportive 

elements of each function. 

PAROLE 

Parole may be defined as the conditional release of a 

prisoner serving an indeterminate or unexpired sentence. In 

New York State, the application of this process has, by law, 

been vested in a Board of Parole in the Division of Parole of 

the State's Executive Department (Correction Law 210). This 

organizational structure, however, has recently been modified. 

On May 8, 1970, the Governor signed into law New York State 

Senate bill number 9086-A which, when it goes into effect on 

January 1, 1971, will remove both the State Board and Division 

of Parole from the Executive Department and consolidate it 

with the New York State Department of Correction into a single 

Department of Correctional Se~vices. 

This legislation is the latest in a series of revisions 

which relate to modifications of the operational and organ

izational characteristics of those New York State agencies 

charged with the rehabilitation and supervision of pre and 

post adjudicated offenders. It is not the intention of this 

report to present a detailed study of all these prior revisions. 
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However, this report will discuss one other recent innovation 

which, due to its wide ranging impact, does significantly 

affect the overall responsibilities of the parole function in 

New York State. 

Effective September 1, 1967, by legislative enactment, the 

New York State Division of Parole assumed the state-wide re

sponsibility of providing parole services to all individuals 

sentenced to a term of imprisonment in any institution in the 

State of New York. Prior to this date there had been two in

dependent parole authorities in the State, the New York City 

Parole Commission responsible for the parole of all individuals 

incarcerated in institutions under the control of the New York 

City Department of Correction and the New York State Board of 

Parole whose responsibility covered all inmates incarcerated 

in State penal institutions. 

In br:i.ef, this legislation provided for the absorption, by 

the State Division of Parole, of the personnel of the New York 

City Parole Commission and all parolees supervised by this 

Commission. In conjunction with this assltmption of state-wide 

parole responsibility, the State Division of Parole was also 

vested with the responsibility for implementing and operating 

a newly conceived program for providing full parole services 

to those inmates designated as lesser criminal offenders (i.e. 

serving sentences of one year or less). This program, the 

Conditional Release Program, also became effective on 1 September 

1967 and with it New York initiated a system of insitution 

release (parole) for those individuals receiving a definite 
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sentence of imprisonment of between nine~y days and one year. 

Under the provisions of this program, inmates are eligible for 

release after they have served sixty days (including jail time) 

of that term. Effective April 1, 1971, the requirements for 

consideration will be modified to pertain to sentences of between 

sixty days and one year, and eligibility after thirty days 

service (no jail time). : 

Release, in either case, interrupts the sentence and the 

remainder is held in abeyance. Should the individual violate 

the conditions of his release he may be returned to the in

stitution to serve the remainder of his original sentence. 

Any individual accepting conditional release is subject to 

supervision as follow~J: 

1. If at release the unserved portion of the term is not 

in excess of 120 days, after allowing for jail time and 

good behavior time, the inmate must accept supervision 

for a one year period. 

2. If the unserved portion is in excess of 120 days the 

supervision period will be two years. 

n~e reaults of the agency consolidation process, while not as 

yet c~IJmpletely known, will provide a high yield of positive benefits 

in the area of parole practice and operation. One of·the most im

mediate gains is the emergence of a unified state-wide parole 

operation, supervised by a single Board of Parole. Addition-
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ally, the consolidation permits state-wide standards and pro

cedures to be implemented and applied to all inmates who qualify 
\ 

regardless of the type penal institution. 

Perhaps the single most notable benefit, from an information 

reporting system viewpoint, is the fo~mation of a central records 

section which contains the parole files of all New" York State 

parolees and parolees supervised by New York State for other states. 

This centralized filing system substantially assi~ts both the 
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"record keeping" process of the Division and the Interagency Report- , 
r 

ing system recently initiated betw"een the Division of Parole and 

NYSIIS. 

MAJOR PAROLE FUNCTIONS 

The parole process may be considered as consisting of the 

three major functional areas of investigation, supervision and 

research. Each of these functions while seemingly performed In an 

independent mode is nevertheless closely entwined with each of the 

other functions and additionally with the entire criminal justice 

process. 

A! tnvest1gation 

The parole investigation function is a continuing process 

which commences upon the receipt of a sentenced individual 

at a classification center, continues throughout his incar

ceration and release period and in most cases terminates upon 

release from legal custody. (In some cases the investigative 

process may continue into the research function). The pri

mary purpose of the investigative function is to provide 

information concerning the background of the sentenced 
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offender which will assist correction and parole authorities 

in the planning and implementation of institutional and 

supervisory programs which offer the best prospects for 

rehabilitation. This in.vestigative function may be sub

divided into three types of supporting functions, namely the 

classification investigation, the parole investigation and 

general investigations. 

1. Classification Investigation 

~. 

As soon as possible following the receipt of a sentenced 

offend~r at a correctional classification center, the 

institutional parole office begins the classification 

process. This entails a thorough review of the pre

sentence report performed by a probation agency; an inter

view with the prisoner and if necessary requests for fur

ther background investigative assistance through a parole 

office. The objectives of the class1ficatfon investigation 

are basically two-fold. 

-to initiate the professiona! ca.sework relationship 

between inmate and officer; a relationship which will 

eventually continue between parolee and officer and; 

-to gather, analyze and evaluate all available back

ground information on the inmate to help determine 

the institution and program assignment which seems to 

offer the inmate the best opportunity for rehabilitation. 

In order to accomplish a successful classification inve

stigation, the institutional parole officer must have the 

facilities to acquire timely and pertinent data on the 

inmate. While this acquisition process has required 
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considerable effort in the past , it has be.:m of lesser 

concern recently due to the increase in th.3 number of 

pre-sentence probation reports transmitted to the 

classification center. This increased tr&lsmission and 

use of pre-sentence probation reports has, in addition 

to providing significant assistance in the data acquisition 

process, also assisted parole in its establishment of pos

itive casework relationships by allowing more time for 

inmate-officer interviews and discussions. 

CENTRAL AG~~CY SYSTEM ASSISTANCE 

Since one of the most vital ingredients in a successful classi

fication investigation is a comprehensive pre-sentence probation 

report, NYSIIS con~ends that by supplying detailed background in

formation to probation authorities, it can most expeditiously assist 

Parole in achieving its classification objectives. Th~ process 

of supplying information to probation authorities will be covered 

at length in the probation portion of the report. However, it 

must be emphasized that if a parole officer requi.res assistance 

from NYSIIS during the classification process, the assistance 

should be readily available. 

2. Parole Investigation 

This investigation is basically similar to the classification 

investigation discussed above and is prepared by the institu

tional parole officer for use by the Parole Board in examining 

inm,ates for release consideration. Although similar to the 

classification investigation, it differs to the following degree 

-It contains information relating to the inmate's conduct while 

in custody, the degree to which the inmate did or did not 

.! C' apply himself to the rehabilitation process, and his record 

; k~<:., of educational and/or vocational progress, etc. 
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-It chronicles the attitude of the inmate as it was revealed 

through the supplementary meetings between himself and the 

parole officer during the incarceration period. These 

periodic supplementary sessions permit the parole officer 

to assess the inmate's performance to date, and give the 

inmate the opportunity to comment on his progress and his 

attitude towards his potential for success upon release. 

This report also indicates the type employment, if any, 

the inmate tends to pursue upon release. 

CENTRAL AGENCY ASSISTANCE 

There does not seem to be any need for agency assistance 

at this pOint, since NYSIIS will have already' replied either 

to the probation department in its pre-sentence investigation 

or to the parole officer in his classification investigation. 

However, as in the clasSification process, NYSIIS will be pre

pared, if called upon, to render history asslstance at this point. 

General Investigations 

In 1969, parole officers in New York State were c'alled upon 

to perform in excess of 14,000 investigations. Of this total 

close to 6,000 investigations were performed in areas, which 

for the purposes of this report, will be classified as 

general investigations. These are classified here as: 

residence-employment, good conduct, executive clemency and 

cooperative investigations. 

a. Residence-Employment Investigations 

This type of investigation i~ performed in order to , 

evaluate the proposed residence and employment plans 
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of an inmate. The residence portion of this investigation 

requires that the investigating officer gather information 

relating to both the type of residence and the individuals 

residing at the location. In those cases where the 

prospective residence is other than the inmates familial 

residence, the investigation may need to determine the 

presence of prior criminal associates or co-defendants. 

(This need is also recognized but to a lesser extent, if 

the prospective residence is in the inmates familial 

residence.) In complying w'1th the requirements of the 

employment portion of this investigation" the officer will 

request assistance in securing similar :tnformation on the 

potential employer and/or other employe1es. 

CENTRAL AGENCY ASSISTANCE 

A central agency could offer assistance to the investigating 

officer by supplying him, upon request, with information which 

will aid him in his attempts to divert the parolee from relation

ships (prior associates or individuals with prior cr~minal 

experience) or places which may hinder ,his opportunities for a 

successful parole period. 

b. Good Conduct Investigation 

The purpose of this investigation is to provide, within 

the limits prescribed by law, for the restoration of 

some or all of the civil rights or privileges lost by 

certain convicted offenders. This' investigation is per

formed by the Division of Parole for not only those 

individuals who were under parole supervision but addition-
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ally, upon the request of those who received conditional re-

lease (suspended) sentences, fines, or maximum expiration 

institution releases. 

The criteria for eligibility are varied and in general consist 

of the following: >, 

- Applicant must have five years of acceptable conduct from the 

date of conditional release sentence, date of payment of fine 

or date of final institution release. 

- Applicant, regardless of time lapse from date of parole, may 

not be considered if currently in a parole supervision status. 

- Applicant, ,if parole violator, may not be considered until 

five years have lapsed from the date of reparole. 

- Applicant, if cause was out-of-state conviction, must be an 

inhabitant' of N'ew York State for at least five consecut1 ve 

years prior to application. 

The investigation is performed by an area office investigator 

and his report is submitted to the Chairman of the Board of 

Parole for consideration. The application is reviewed and 

acted upon by three members of the Board and unanimous approval 

is required for granting the relief certificate. 

The type of investigation performed will depend on whether or 

not the individual under consideration has ever been under 

parole supervision. The investigation performed on individuals 

with no prior parole supervision experience follows closely the 

requirement of the previously discussed Classification report. 

In those cases where the applicant has prior parole supervision 

experience and a classification inv'estigation has been performed, 

this current investigation will supplement it by gathering infor

mation on the period since his discharge from parole supervision. 
i/ 
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CENTRAL AGENCY ASSISTANCE 

In rendering assistance to the parole investigator per

forming the Good Conduct investigation, NYSIIS could pr?vide 

two distinct types of responses. In those inst~,ces, where 

there has been no prior supervision experience, NYSIIS would 

respond with a comprehensive summary case history on the indi

vidual, as in the classification process. In those cases 

where there is a prior classification report available, parole 

would indicate this fact and NYSIIS would reply with a chrono

logical recapitulation of the applicant's criminal activities, 

if any, from the date of his release fro~ supervision. 

c. Executive Clemency Investigation 

The Constitution of the State of New York 

empowers the Governor to grant reprieves; 

commute sentences and issue pardons follow-

ing conviction for all but a small number of 

specific offenses. Appl:J.cations for Exe

cutive Clemency are presented to the Office 

of the Governor, who at his discretion, for

wards the request to the Board of Parole for 

investigation. The procedure followed in in

vestigating Executive Clemency requests is very 

similar to the procedure utilized in the Good Con-

duct Investigation and the investigative scope 

of the report follows the Classification in-

vestigation format. 
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CENTRAL AGENCY ASSISTANCE 

The type assistance rendered at this point would, due to 

the similarities between this investigation and the Good Con

duct investigation be similar to that indicated in the 

Good Conduct portion of this section. 

d. Cooperative Investigations 

The basis for this type investigation is found 

in the application of the Interstate Parole 

Compact, to which all fifty states are sign

atories. A cooperative investigation is re

quired in two instances. 

- When an offender from an out-of-state correct

ional institution, eligible for parole, in

dicates that he would prefer supervision in 

New York State. 

- When an individual with a New York State crim

inal record is confined in another t t th s P. e, at 

state may request an investigation so as to bet-

ter underst~ld and evaluate the individual. 

In either of the above instances, the invest

igation will generally conform to the needs and 

requirements of the classification invest1g:ation. 
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CENTRAL AGENCY ASSISTANCE 

In investigating the requests for out-of-state parolees 

to reside in New York State, the parole officer will initiate 

his investigation by requesting a New York State criminal 

record if any and by investigating the potential residence 

and employment possibilities of the individual. In satisfying 

the request of the other states for prior New York State 

history, NYSIIS would respond, via the State Division of 

Parole, with a comprehensive summary case history or no-

record response. 

Implications of Investigative Assistance 

The benefits which would accrue to the parole function and 

the investigative process due to the assistance described thus 

far would seem to be significant in a number of ways. In the 

first instance the assistance is recognized as satisfying much 

of the background informational needs of t~e i~vestigation, In 

addition, the information is standardized and would present a 

uniformity of response not otherwise easilr attainable if solicited. 

from divergent sources. And finally by providing for the iden

tification of other potential information sources, the response 

will considerably reduce the amount of time the officer must 

expend locating these sources thereby permitting more of his 

time to be allocated to the critical parolee-officer counseling 

and supervisory function. 
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B. Supervision 

The parole supervision function is primarily concerned 

with offering guidance, assistance and counsel to the parolee. 

This supervisory period commences at the moment the parolee 

arrives for his initial interview' with his supervising parole 

officer and officially continues until he satisfactorily com

pletes his parole period or is returned to an institution as 

a parole violator. Unofficially, parole officers often find 

themselves rendering assistance to prior parolees far beyond the 

culmination of the parole period. 

In the performance of the daily supervisory process, the 

parole officer must possess the data necessary to monitor 

and guide the parolee's progress. Much of the investigative 

work has already been performed, however, it should be empha

sized that the supervisory officer may, for any number of 

reasons, require immediate additional information on a wide 

range of matters. While most of these additional informational 

needs are not easily predictable or categorized, there do exist 

areas such as the identification of new' potentially dangerous 

associations and the identification of newly arrested individuals 

as parolees where the supervising officer requires information 

as a matter of routine and a central information agency could 

offer significant assistance. The manner in which the informa

tion relating to associates would be transmitted to the opera

ting agency is similar to the transmission method which will 

be discussed in the Probation portion of this section. 
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In the area of identification of possible parole violators, 

the central agency would examine all incoming arrest ~ecords 

received from any area in the state, and by scanning an 

active parole file, quickly identify the arrestee as a 

parolee and notify both the central office of parole and 

the arresting authorities as to the arrest and status of 

the individual. This is current procedure between NYSIIS 

and the State Division of Parole. Without this procedure, 

the Division of Parole would have to resort to its previous 

method of determining whether or not a parolee had been 

arrested: assign a parole officer to a daily review of 

arrest listings at police or sheriff's agencies. This 

review qonsumed a considerable number of parole-officer 

man-hours, and affected the total supervisory process by 

keeping otherwise qualified officers involved in non

supervisory functions. While this process has as yet not 

been discarded, the foundation for its removal has been 

laid in the newly implemented reporting system. As this 

system expands in use and sophistication, it can be assumed 

that the manual daily review reqUirements will correspondingly 

decrease and eventually become unnecessary. 
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Implications of Sup~rvisory Assistance 

By providing timely and routine assistance to the parole 

supervisor, a central agency can also benefit parole in two 

indirect but essential ways, namely, increased utilization of 

qualified parole officers in the supervisory process and in-

creased value of the supervisory period to the parolee by 

permitting a close parolee-officer involvement • 

c. Research 

The utilization of sound research techn1~ues in the 

analysis and evaluation of programs has long been recognized 

by Parole as a prime requisite for the efficient application 

of the parole process. In 1957 the Division of Parole initiated 

a Bureau of Research and charged it with the responsibility for 

conducting research projects and operational analyses of 

various parole activities and operations. This Bureau has 

undertaken a number of research projects which have contributed 

to a better understanding of the motivations and personality 

characteristics of offenders. The studies performed by this 

unit reflect more than the usual basic "head-count" type of 

research. Instead, many of these research and statistical 

studies are analytically oriented and reflect the ways in 

which the relationships of basic social, economic, educationel 

advantages, or lack thereof, contribute toward the increase of 

criminality in society today. It is through research studies 

such as these that the crimin~l justice system will be able to 

evaluate more realistically the effects of its policies and 

practices on the offender as he passes through the system. 
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For example, once documented and formulated, basic relationship 

research could be expanded to demonstrate the results of various 

sentences on certain types of offenders (i.e. where probation 

is ultimately more valuable to society in regard to certain 

cffender types than a period of continement)J or the effects 

of varyin! decrees of co~eling aids (intensive-moderate-

non8) on similar and diverse groups of parolees. It is 

anticipated that these types of s.tudies would provide the 

groundwork tor the eventual reduction of the unknown factors 

contributing to initial and persistent criminal behavior. 

CENTRAL AGENCY ASSISTANCE 

A central agency can contribute to this type of research 

in a variety of ways. First, since it is a central repository 

for the basic system data, it is in a unique position to supply 

this data for advanced research studies. It can also assist 

a research function by removing the necessity for duplicate 

data collection, hence permitting it to spend more time on the 

research-development phases of a project. Another way it may 

offer assistance is by producing the research studies once 

they have been fully developed thereby permitting additional 

research projects to be undertaken. Lastly, through the 

knowledge and operational experience gained, it would seem 

feasible for a central agency to produce composite agenc7 

statistical reports which would reflect the total offender 

treatment process~ 
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PROBATION 

Probation is defined as "the action ot suspending the sen

tence ot a convicted offender and giving him freedom during 

good behavior under the supervision of a probation officer". L1 
This def1n1 tion, however, renders 1i ttle understanding of the" 

complete probation process. Indeed the definition delineates 

but one of the three basic elements of the probation function 

which are investigation, supervision and research. 

The responsibility of probation has grown from its initial 

concept as a function which supervised the conduct of a convicted 

offender whose sentence had been sllspended to one which generally 

becomes involved in all investigative matters pending before the 

court it serves. The original probation emphasis l~'as upon 

pre-sentence investigation and field supervision of crime and 

delinquency but as courts became increasingly involved_in 

social services (i.e. family court, juvenile proceeding, adoptions) 

and the corresponding information needs, these investigations 

became the concern of the court's probation agency. Coupled 

with this increase in tnon-criminal' investigative areas was 

an increase in the need for probation to perform additional 

'criminal' investigative operations in the pre-adjudicatory 

phase of proceedings (bail - ROR, etc.) These factors (combined 

L1 Websters Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary 
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with a relatively rapid increase in the crime and arrest rate 

have contributed. greatly to the formidable workload found in 

most New York State probation agencies. 

In order to fulfill these diverse needs and requirements, 

there exists sixty-nine distinct and relatively autonomous pro

bation depar~ments in the State of New York. These departments 

are by and large structured at the county level, and depending 

on the size of the department may service either or both the 

family and criminal court functions. In certain counties, one 

probation department provides all the services for all the courts 

of the county (civil as well as crimina.1). Other counties dis

tinguish probation responsibility between criminal court s.er

vices and family court servicesa In the state's largest city, 

there exists four distinct probation departments' -- one ser-. ' 

vicing all family courts and courts of inferior jurisdiction 

and three others ~ervicin.g the needs of the city's five Supreme 

courts. This mu1 tipl1ci ty of probation responeib:tli ty and ob

ligation is also found, via specialized type service, within 

each probation department division. The combination of all 

these factors makes difficult any single universal de~i:lni t10n 

of the probation function. These operations run the broad 

19n9th and breadth of judiQial responsibility and encompass 

oper.ations ranging from the performance of bail and pre

s.entence investigations to tamily court investigation and 

from supervising convicted felons to supervising wayw'ard 

minors. 
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Probation in New York State was formally recognized in 

1901, when the first probation law relating to persons over 

the age of 16, was passed. In 190; a Probation Commission 

was appointed to study probation in the State and as a re

sult of the findings of this commission, the State Probation ~ 

Commission was established in 1907. In 1927 as a result of 

the findings of the Wickersham Commission, New York State 

established a Division of Probation in the State Department 

of Correction. This organization of the Division of Pro

bation remained in effect until May 8, 1970 when the Governor 

Signed into law Senate bill number 9097 which removed the 

Division from the Department of Correction and established 

it as a Division of the State Executive Department effect

ive January 1, 1971. Since its inception in 1907 the Divi

sion of Probation has grown from an agency which supervised 

1,672 offenders using 3; probation officers to an agency 

which in 1968 supervised 63,693 offenders under the direction 

of 177~ probation officers. 

The New York State Division of Probation is charged with 

the responsibility of supplying general supervision over the 

administration of probation throughout the state. The Divi

sion is empowered to collect statistical and other information 

and is charged with the duty to secure the effective applica

tion of the probation system and the enforcement of the pro

bation laws. 
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These mandates, as set forth in the Correction Laws 

of the State of New York, clearly outline the major functions 

and responsibilities of the Division of Probation. However, 

the enforcement of these provisions in relation to local pro

bation operations poses problems to the Division. Many local 

probation administrators are responsible to four distinct sources 

of supervision and are vague as to what phase or phases of their 

operations are controlled by each supervisory phase. The 

four sources are the county ,government, the New York State 

Judicial Conference, the State Division of Probation and the 

particular justice of the court being served. It is this 

diversity and multiplicity of operation which contributes 

to the most recent evaluation by the New York State Division 

of Probation of the operations of Probation in New York State. 

This evaluation is based on the findings of the Governor's 

Special Committee on Criminal Offenders and observes that 

"as a result of the diversity and multiplicity of these semi

autonomous units, probation services could not be evaluated 

as good, bad or indifferent. Members of the Committee also 

could not evaluate whether probation supervision in case work, 

as presently administered, is helping offenders". L1 

MAJOR PROBATION FUNCTION 

As mentioned previously, probation consists of the three 

major operational areas of investigation, supervision and 

research. This section of the report will, as in the parole 

section, examine each of these major areas and ths ways in which 

NYS Division of P]!!obation 
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a central reporting system may assist them. 

INVESTIGAT;rvE 

If any function of probation may be considered as the 

cornerstone of that process, or perhaps the criminal justice 

system, it would seem to be this investigative function. 

The importance of performing a proper investigation cannot 

be over-emphasized du~ to the heavy impact the investigation 

results will have on the subsequent phases of the offender's 

system involvement. There are several types of probation 

investigation, but all are performed in the context of 

satisfying two basic criteria: 

-acquiring all available and pertinent information 

concerni~g th~ lE~ividual in order to provide the 

ingredients necessary for proper evaluation of prior 

socio-criminal experience ~~d to facilitate the 

prudent application of various alternatives (e.g. 

bail, ROR, sentence of probation, etc.) 

-providing the basis for planning institutional or 

supervisory programs which seem to offer the maximum 

benefits to the offender and the community upon the 

offenders exit of the system. 
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Types of Investigations 

In discussing the various types of investigations per

formed, this report will limit the discussion to those con

cerned with the criminal process. 

BAIL - RECOGNIZANCE (ROR) INVESTIGATIONS 

The investigation is performed in order to provide the 

court with information and thus, relative to the offender's 

prior history, facilitate the prudent application of the 

judicial options available at this stage of the proceedings. 

These investigations must be performed expeditiously without 

sacrificing any information or accuracy requirements. The 

present procedure requires that a probation officer interview 

the offender to acquire data relating to prior criminal acti'v1ty 

and present criminal status, employment and educational ex

perience, residence information, etc. The officer th~n attempts 

to validate, mainly through telephone calls, as much of the 

information as possible. Based on the results ot the interview 

and the validation procedure the officer recommends to the pre

siding judicial officer the p~ogedure deemed appropriate (i.e. 

bailor recognizance release or detention). The performance 

of this investigation, however, is restrict.ed in varying 

degrees, due primarily to the severe time limitation often 

imposed on the investigator. Secondly, much of the required 

information is scattered throughout the files and records of 

various criminal and social agencies. Many times a probation 

officer will have no awareness of prior criminal activity 
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outside his gjLven area and unless this information is of

fered by the offender, it will not be included in the pro-

bation report. 

CENTRAL AGENCY ASSISTANCE 

In order to facilitate this investigation, NYSIIS 

'. 

:\';;,ould 'be prepared to transmit to the i'nvestigating officer 

an abbreviated summary case history indicating all known 

prior in-and out-of-state judicial information. In addition, 

-this response would include, if available, previous employment 

experience and residence information. By providing this type 

of data in an expeditious manner, NYSIIS will Significantly 

reduce the time presently required to locate and retrieve 

pertinent data, thereby permitting the officer to expend 

more time, if necessary, in the data verification process. 

An additional benefit of this central agency involvement is 

that the timely acquisition of accurate data would release 

more of the officer's time for use at the supervisory level. 

Pre-Plea Investigations 

In performing this type of investigation the probation 

officer requires essentially the same kinds of information 

as in the bail-ROR investigation. The investigation is basically 

performed to satisfy one or both of the needs below: 

-to provide information necessary in the post-indictment 

period in regard to the advisability of bailor recocni-

zance release; 
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-to provide information to aflsist the court in its 

determination of whether or not to accept a plea 

to a lesser offense. 

CENTRAL AGENCY ASSISTANCE 

In offering assistance here, a central agency should be 

prepared to render the same type of response as that described 

in the proceeding bail-ROR discussion. One significant ad

vantage at this point in comparison to bail investigation is 

a larger time frame for responses. 

The advantages of central agency assistance here are 

substantially the same as the advantages indicated under the 

bail description; namely, a wider scope of data, reduction 

of required investigation time and increased availability 

of supervi sory tj.me. 

Pre-Sentence Investigations 

This investigation is performed, in order to provide the 

court with detailed information concerning the defendants 

prior record and the current offense. It is a report upon 

which the court relies heavily in passing sentence. In basic 

format the report is similar, insofar as acquisition and cor

relation of data are concerned, to t~e two previously dis

cussed types of investigations. However, the preparation and 

presentation ot this report dictates that the investigating 

officer expend a considerable amount of addi tiona! time in 

developing the background of the offender via a detailed ex-
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planation of the prior and current social climate of the in

dividual and an analysis of the ways, if any, these condi

tions have precipitated the present situation. 

In gathering this type of information the probation of

ficer has a number of resources upon which he will call to 

complete this investigation. He may have the prior probation 

reports on the individual, and he should have all the support 

documents which permitted the compilation of these reports. 

In addition, the officer will expend considerable time and 

effort visiting the family and area of residence of the defendant, 

visiting relatives, clergymen and social and business associates, 

finally he will interview' individuals who have known the defendant 

in the educational and employment areas. All of these visits 

and others deemed relevant, will assist the officer in portraying 

a true and complete background report of the offender. 

CENTRAL AGENCY ASSISTANCE 

A central agency reporting system would render significant 

assistance to the investigator by supplying him with a com

plete background history of the individual. The history re

leased at this point in the system would differ from those re

leased at the tw'o previous system points in that it w'111 supply 

information such as the location, type and availability of 

previously performed probation investigations. This criminal 

history entry will greatly facilitate the investigation, by 

providing the officer w'1th an awareness of the existence of 

prior probation investigative data and thereby, where practical, 

reduce the time expended in what often amounts to repetitive 
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investigations. This reduction in investigative time will 

also render significant benefits to the supervision function. 

TRANSFER INVESTIGATIONS 

The administration of the probation function provides, 

when just cause exists, the means whereby probationers may 

apply for inter- or intra-state relocation. This procedure 

usually entails the completion of a transfer investigation 

by the receiving agency before it will accept responsibility 

for the proba.tioner. 

Intra-State Transfer 

Upon application, the probationer is required to g1.~e 

evidence that the change in location will enhance his potential 

for probation success. The officer will then evaluate the 

merits of a transfer, and if he concludes that the transfer 

would be beneficial to both the community and the probationer, 

he will forward an official request to the prospective super

vising agency for permission to effect this change. At this 

point, the prospective office will perform a transfer investi

gation, using as its focal point the original pre-sentence report 

and the supervision reports compiled on the probationer up to 

this point. In most cases this information is sufficient for 

the investigation. Occasionally, however, the prospective agency 

may request that an up-to-date background history be provided, 

prior to its acceptance of the individual. When the change in 

supervision ~s effected, the receiving agency would notify the 
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central agency, so that in the event of future fingerprintable 

activities by the individual, the central agency will be able 

to quickly notify the proper supervisory agtmcy. 

Inter-State Transfers 

Investigations to effect this type tran13fer concern the 

New York State probation function only when the individual 

requests a transfer into New York State. However, they concern 

NYSIIS whenever individuals request permission to transfer super

vi sion either into or out of the state as the cel'l'Cral agency may 

be called upon for information on transferees in either direction. 

When an individual requests permission t~::> transfer his 

supervision from New. York State to another stiate the procedure 

followed (examination for just cause, forward:lng pre-sentence 

reports, etc.) is essentially the same as desl::ribed in the pre

ceding Intra-State procedure. In addition, tlie central agency 

should be prepared, as above, to furnish the prospective out

of-state supervisory agency with an up-to-dat~e background report 

if the new agency deems it necessary. At pre:sent, these requests 

for further information would be channeled through the original 

New York State probation agency to the centraJL agency and the 

responses would be returned in a similar fashjLon. If the trans

fer is approved, it would be the responsibility of the original 

New York State probation agency to notify the central agency of 

the new location and agency identification nwaber of the 

individual. 
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In those cases wherein individuals request permission 

to transfer supervision into New York State, the prospective 

New York State agency will request that "a complete background 

investigation"be performed. This investigation will be assisted 

by the central agency by providing any prior history it has 

on the individual. As in the previous instances, the new 

agency of supervision should be duly registered in the central 

system to facilitate, should the need arise, the central 

agency notifying the proper supervisory agency in cases of 

alleged violations of probation. 

other Uses of the Probation Investigation 

The examination of the investigative probation function 

has thus far indicated its use by the courts (in bail-sentence 

proceedings) and by subsequent probation responsibilities 

(supervision, other probation reports). However, the utilization 

of the results of these investigations extends far beyond the 

aforementioned and affects the eventual operations of the 

correction function and the parole function. In the correct-

ion area the results an~ evaluations contained in the pre

sentence report will provide the basiS necessary for pro-

per classification of the offender at the reception center 

and should provide assistance in the appropriate placement 

of the offender in the type of correctional program which 

offers him the best opportunity for advance. 
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The probation reports also play an important role in 

the entire parole function. Initial parole contact with the 

probation report is in the classification process where as 

previously discussed, it is used as a basis for the assignment 

of the offender to a type of train1ng. Based on the con

clusions and recommendations contained in the report parole 

prepares a supervision program for the individual. 

SUPERVISION 

The purpose of superv~sion in the probation system is 

to provide, for those deemed qualified by the court, the 

opportunities within a community environment which will 

ofter the offender the maximum rehabilitative potential. 

In the performance of his duties, the supervising probation 

officer is dependant on a number of various factors. The 

success or failure of the supervisory function depends a 

great deal on the recommendations set forth in the prior 

investigative process, for it is here, as previously dis

cussed, that the probationer's background, motivations and 

aspirations were first uncovered and evaluated, and based on 

these findings a supervisory program was suggested. The 

function also depends on the attitude of the probationer: 

his capacity and his willingness to contorm to regulatory 

procedures and the degree to which he applies himself to 

the self-improvement process. Another factor in the super

vision period is the attitude of the community, especially 

the attitude ot those with whom the probationer is most 
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likely to associate. And finally, the success or failure 

of the supervisory function depends, to a large extent, 

upon the amount of time a probation officer has availabla 

to provide guidance and counsel for the probationer. 

Embodied among supervisory duties is the necessity 

for a constant awareness, on the part of the probation officer, 

of the current status of the probationer. This awareness is 

maintained not only through interviews w'1th the probationer, 

but also by visits 'to his family, his employer and associates. 

Keeping track of associates, particularly new ones, is seen 

in conjunction with the need for timely notification of new' 

arrest data as the two most immediate supervisory information 

needs. 

CENTRAL AGENCY ASSISTANCE 

The central agency can assist in satisfying these needs 

by forwarding upon request any background information in 

the file on newly acquired associates, and could ~upply the 
. . 

rapid notification required in the identification of new 

arrestees as probationers. Such a response could immddiately 

be transmitted to the probation office listed as the supervising 

office and to the arrest agency currently holding the individual. 

While this notification is deemed necessary for all arrests, 

it becomes a matter of particular concern when the arrest is 

based on a relatively minor infraction of law and the entire 

system process (arrest-arraignment-trial-sentence of probation 
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or fine) may be completed before any agency becomes aware 

of the individual's current status. Since the investigative 

process continues throughout the protation period, the officer 

must allocate portions of his available supervisory time to 

the investigative process. Here, as before, the central '. 

agency can assist by rendering informational services thereby 

permitting for more time to be expended in a purely supervisory 

environment. 

RESEARCH 

The utilization of sound research techniques has long 

been recognized as necessary if effective probation pro

cedures are to be realized. However, research techniques 

in the probation function have not been developed to any 

large degree on a state-wide basis. The underlying causes 

for this lack of development seem to be the result of: 

- the autonomy of the various probation agencies; 

the diverse levels and types of supervisory control; 

- the number of agencies composing the p:r'obation function; 

- the demand for operational services (investigation-

supervision) of probation which precludes the assign

ment of research related studies. 

While these factors hinder, in varying degrees, the re

finement of ~ata evaluation and research techniques on the 

state level, the survey team did find some research efforts 

~elating to individual agency operations in some of the 

agencies surveyed. 
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For example, on one of its visits the team had occasion 

to meet with and discuss the operations of an agencyl's 

Division of Research. This Division is actively engaged 

in on-going research projects on a county basis, and has ini

tiated, among others, a study relating to the evaluation 

of probation and its effect on recidivism. L1 It is anticipated 
I 

that the study when completed will provide the agency with 

the information it requires to evaluate its present and planned 

probation programs and the relationships these programs have 

to the rate of recidivism. In the carrying out of this study, 

the research team anticipates the assistance of NYSIIS in the 

gathering of research data concerning a sample number of 

individuals who have been under the jurisdiction of this 

agency. In recent years this agency has also published 

the results of studies relating to the effects of its Parole 

and Recognizance program and an analysis of all individuals 

arrested on drug related crimes. L2 

The New York City Offica of Probation has undertaken a 

number of studies relating to evaluation of its operation. 

Many of these studies have been in conjunction with the VERA 

Institute or Justice an~ one of the most recent analyses 

published was a comprehensive examination of and recommend

ations for the increased use of the Release on own Recognizance 
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program in the criminal courts. L1 

There are undoubtedly other research projects underway 

throughout the state, and the impression perceived by the 

survey team indicated the growing awaren.ess on the part of 

the surveyed agencies of the bene:fits whtch would accrue 

to those ·agencies which vigorously pursued this research 

and evaluative method. In additton, the assurance that 

NYSIIS would be prepared to offer systems assistance in 

the pursuit of their research goals is recognized by these 
. . 

agencies as a valuable assist in the formulation of such 

programs. 

NYSIIS is fike~ise prepared to offer assistance to the 

New York State DiVision of Probation in the undertaking of 

research programs designed to measure and evaluate the re-

sults of probation on the state level. While the nature of 

assistance has not as yet been fully defined, NYSIIS anticipates 

pursuing the potential for such programs with the Division of 

Probation once its organizational change is effected on January 1, 

1971. The type of assistance which NYSIIS would provide would 

be designated at both the state and county levels and would 

closely parallel the type of assistance previously discussed 

in the parole portion of this section. 

L1 The PROBLEM OF OVERCROWDING IN THE DETENTION INSTITUTIONS 
OF NEW YORK CITY-AN ANALYSIS OF CAUSES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR ALLEVIATION - ANDREW SCHAFFER VERA INSTITUTE OF JITSTICE January 1969 
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SECTION IV 

THE 1m lIS RES PONSE: 
TYPE - DISTRIBUTION 

AND 
PRIORITIES _ 

needs of 

preceding section clf this report has detailed the operational 

parole and probati'on in New York State .and outlined the ~. 

methods whereby NYSIIS may render functional assistance. This section 

of the report will concern itself with a recapitulation of the present 

reporting system and a discussion of the types and distribution of 

ti ~ th b sic needs The conclusions in responses that will sa s~y ese a • 

this report in regard t" type and distribution of agency assistance 

are based on two underlying factors: 

-the stated needs and requirements for parole and 
pr'obation information exhibited by &11 surveyed 
agencies. 

-the incre.ased responsibility placed on the opera
tional agencies of the system and NYSIIS, by the 
recently enacted New York'State Criminal Procedure 
I,aw (CPT ... ). 

PRESENT NYSIIS INfORMATION REPORTING SYSTEM 

At present, NYSIIS produces two versions of its criminal history 

response. These responses are classified as manual and computer and 

wi thin each thf,re are "no record" responses and full criminal history 

responses. T.he manual response is a tabular report and is pre-

pared as a re,ply to arre s t 

individuals 'whose ,records, 

or inquiry transactions cClncerning 

because they did not meet the original 

computeriza'tion criteria Ll have not yet been computerized. This 

manual response is used only once since the receipt of the cur

rent trannaction, if it is a criminal fingerprint input, automati-

Ll The bl.lsic criteria ut;i11zed in th6 initial computer selection 
process required that in order to qualify for conversion an 
individual must have been born in 1912 or later and must have 
been, arrested at leaElt once between 1947 and 1967 (1967 was 
yeaI' of conversion). 
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cally qualifies the individual's record for computer conversion. 

However, since the ·time required for conversion will vary depending 

on the ind1.vidual' s prior history, NYS lIS satisfies its r,porting 

requirement by releasing either a full manual history or a manual 

"no record" response prior to computer conversion. Any transactions 

pertaining to this individual subsequent to the one which precipitated 

co~version will be re~ponded t;0 by a computerized criminal history. 

In the event the current transaction is other than a criminal finger

print input, however, (e.g. license application, employment investiga

tion, etc.), the individual's record will not be converted. 

The computerized criminal history response (attachment B-1) is 

released to requesting agencies if the individual is currently on the 

computer or if the individual is a "first-timern (i.e. no prior record). 

This response will reflect all prior information on the individual 
. , 

including the current event. In the case of "first-timer" status tb" 

computerized response will indicate both the no prior record condition 

and the current event. This procedure in computerized "no record" 

responses is followed only in those instances where: the current input is 

a criminal fingerprint. 

Current distribution procedures call for NYSIIS to forward its 

responses directly, via facsimile or mail, to the input agencies. 

REVISED NYSIIS INFORMATION REPORTING SYSTEM 

As a result of the conferences between the SEARCH project team and 

the criminal justice agencies surveyed and as a'result of the increase 

in reporting responsibility designated tp NYSIIS by the new CPL, NYSIIS 

undertook an examination and eValuation of its present reporting system 

in an attempt to determine its adaptability towards fulfilling the 

future inrormati~n dissemination needs of NYSIIS. This portion of the 
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report w"111 concel~n itself with the results, as known thus far, of 

this internal examination and evaluation. 

In order to both effectively satisfy the diverse informational 

needs of the various agencies in the criminal justice system and to 

'C provide this data in a manner which wtll permit its utmost use, NYSIIS 

'ad f! will concentrate on the production and dissemination of histories in 
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~ the followtng ways: 

I. TYPE AND PURPOSE OF THE RESPONSE 

A. COMPREHENSIV~ SUMMARY CASE HISTORY REPORT 

This report, (see attachment B-1) as furnished by NYSIIS, 

will contain an account of all the information on file with 

NYSIIS conqerning the individual. It will be an extension 

on the present criminal history response containing in 

addition to the current information, those data elements 

not presently collected by NYSIIS but deemed essentual for 

a full report by the agencies surveyed. This additional 

data supplied to the system by the agencies, is seen as 

consisting of bail, ROR information, parole/probation 

supervision data, supervision transfer information, loca

tion, type and availability of prior pre-sentence reports. 

It is anticipated that the system will also permit the 

future collection of verified information relating to 

educational an.d employment experience, military data, birth 

date and place data and a number of other relevant social 

characteristics. ,This type of response will be transmitted 

to fulfill the two areas of the justice system wherein full 

background data is deemed necessary: the probation pre

sentence investigation area and the police crime investiga

tion phase. Each of these areas requires extensive back-
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ground information on an individual, or a list of suspects 

if it is to complete successfully its investigative 

function. 

B. ABBREVIATED SUMMARY CASE HISTORY REPORT 

This NYSIIS response (see attachment B-2) is a conCise, 

tabular recount of the individual's prior history. It 

contains all the pertinent data displayed on the full 

report but W"i thout the detail found thereon. Briefly, 

the report will be composed of six sections as follows: 

1. SUBJECT IDENTIFICATION SECTION 

Consisting of name-State Identification number; FBI 

number (if available); also known as; race; skin tone; 

sex; date of birth; height; and social security number. 

2. CURRENT STATUS SECTION 
.:.-

Contains a statement of the current criminal justice 

status of the individual such as on parole/probation; 

under sentence of conditional di~charge; wanted and 

either the sup~rvisory agency and charge for which 

supervised, or the wanting agency. 

3. ARREST AND JUDICIAL DATA SECTION 

Containing arrest date, arrest agency, local agency ID 

number, arrest charge, latest judicial action date, 

disposition charge, and decision. The arrest and 

judicial segments of this section wtll be associated 

via arrest date. 
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POST-ADJUDICATORY INFORMATION SECTION 

Reflects sentence information and contains final 

judicial date, sentence, term or length of supervision, 

and institution or supervision area. 

5. MENTAL HYGIENE INFORMATION SECTION 

Ind1.cates admission date, patient identification number, 

discharge date and name and location of institution for 

individuals ~dmitted as a result of a criminal adjudica-

tion. 

6. OTHER INFORMATION SECTION 

Contains specific information in tabular format under 

sub-headings such as, Employment (date, firm, location, 

position); Education; Military (date(s), r-)ranch, type 

discharge, service no.); Addresses (location, frequency); 

Marital Status; Dependants; Narcotic/Alcohol user; 

Associates (names-dates and ID numbers, if known). 

This response will be the type that will be most often 

produced and distributed by NYSIIS. It will be used for 

supplying information to: courts, and probation agencies 

in the preliminary stages of judicial action (Bail-ROR

pre-plea); police agencies, who according to law must 

receive a copy of the criminal record; and district attorneys 

who require background information in carrying out their 

duties in these preliminary stages. 

,C C. HIGH PRIORITY REPORT 

Whenever the processing of an arrest record indicates that 

the subject is presently registered with the system as a 

parolee, probationer, or fugitive, ~rySIIS in addition to 
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producing the normal report, w'ill also produce a notice for 

transmission to the supervising or the wanting agency indica

ting to that agency that the subject has come under the 

official jurisdiction of another agency. This notification 

will contain elements (l.e. name, agency ID, present agency 

and location, etc.) sufficient to permit identification of 

the subject (see attachment B-3). 

D. NO FURTHER ACTIVITY OR SUBSEQUENT ACTIVITY RESPONSE 

Occasionally, agencies will have a need for gathering infor

mation pertinent to an individual's activity from the date 

of the last report, such as when a considerable length of 

time passed betw'een the probation, pre-sentence report, (at 

which point NYSIIS has already replied), and the actual 

date for sentence. The court may wish to confirm that there 

has been no further criminal activity in this time period. 

In processing this request, NYSIIS would scan its files;if 

no further activity w'ere encountered, a response indicating 

this fact w'ould be released. If activity were encountered, 

NYSIIS would reply with a subsequent report beginning where 

the previqus report terminated. Another potential user of 

this type response w'ould be a parole classification officer, 

under conditions similar to those described above. 

II. DISTRIBUTION AND DERIVATION OF THE CRIMINAL HISTORY 

The accompanying table (table 4-1) displays, via agency and agency 

decision points, the type response which NYSIIS will transmit to 

the indicated agencies to facilitate fulfillment of their mandates. 

The provisions of the new Criminal Procedure Law, as they 'affect 

the recording and dissemination of criminal history and back

ground information on individuals are included and shown where 
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A. POLICE AGENCY 

The activities of police agencies generally fall under two 

types of operation: investigation and arrest/booking. NYSIIS 

will be prepared to offer assistance at each of these points. 

1. INVESTIGATION (table 4-1; coordinates A-1) 

NYSIIS will be prepared to assist the police agencies 

in their investigation of crime. Upon receipt of the 

name or names (and SID number when available) of suspects 

in a criminal case, NYSIIS will search its files and if 

the suspect(s) have prior criminal activity, a compre

hensive summary case history will be released. In the 

event the suspect is unknown, a "np record" response 

will be transmitted. In addition, NYSIIS will be able 

to assist this investigative phase by reporting to the 

police agency those individuals whose present status 

preclude their being considered as suspects, thereby 

reducing the workload of the police investigator. For 

example, should the individual be currently serving a 

sentence of imprisonment or should he be listed as dead, 

this information would be reported. 

2. ARREST/BOOKING (table 4-1 coordinates B-2) 

Immediately upon arrest, the arresting agency is required 

to notify NYSIIS of this event if the arrest charge is 

a fingerprintable offense (section 160.10 of the recently 

enacted Criminal Procedure Law greatly expanded the 

category of fingerprintable arrests by ~dding many new 

offenses to this category). Upon receipt NYSIIS will 

-58-
review all arrest fingerpr~nt in:put records tor complete

ness and a~curacy and will respond as follows: 

a. Fingerprintable Offenses 

The new CPL stipulates that an individual arrested 

I~. for a fingerprintable offense may not be admitted 
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to bailor recognizance release until the local 

criminal court has received from NYSIIS a copy of 

his prior history, if any, or no record response, for 

its consideration (CPL 530.20). A further stipulation 

requires that the District Attorney's oftice receive 

a copy of the defendant's prior history, in all 

fingerprintable instances, and that this copy be 

furnished to the District Attorney via the arrest 

agency (CPL 160.40). 

In o:rdlltr to satisfy the diverse'oblfgations of 

police, prosecutor, courts (probation) and NYSIIS , 
the type response and response method will vary 

and will be predicated upon two. basic considerations: 

1. The results ot the NYSIIS tield survey 
of parole/probation (court) and other 
agencies. : 

2. The requirements of the CPt affecting 
the operations and obligations of 
each agency. 

Thus the following will hold true in the NYSIIS 

processing and dissemination of information at 

this pOint: 

URBAN AREAB 

-tor every arrest, NYSIIS will prepare two copies 

of an abbreviated summary case history and will 

transmit both copies to the arrest agency. The 
.... ~ __ .J. .. _ __ 
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arrest agency will retain one copy for its 

files and will forwal"d the second copy to the 

appropriate district attorney. 

for every arrest NYSIIS will prepare two 
, 

copies of an abbreviated summary case history and 

will transmit these copies to the indicated court 

and the probation agency. 

RURAL AREAS 

-r 

- The timely distribution of history information to 

"upstate" New' York areas poses a. problem of 

considerable magnitude. Due to the wide diversity 

of local criminal courts which may be called upon 

to participate in this type of bail or r~cognizance 

proceeding (there are over 2500 justice courts 

involved) NYSIIS, without further study of poten

tial transmission possibilities, cannot at this 

time concretely describe the best dissemination 

method. However, when this communication study is 

completed, NYSIIS will be in a position to determine 

the best method of satisfying the needs of both 

the surveyed agencies and the mandates of the new 

law. Until such time, NYSIIS will transmit 

abbreviated ~ummary case history information to 

the arresting agency and will request that they 

provide f.or the prompt dissemination of the infor

mation to the agencies concerned. 
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b. Other Response 

If, during the processing of any arrest fingerprint, 

the subject's record indicates that he is Wanted, 

under post-adjudicatory supervision (parole-proba

tion-conditional discharge), or in a preliminary 

supervisory status (bail-recognizance), NYSIIS will 

immediately notify both the agency exercising 

jurisdiction and the arresting agency informing 

them of his current location and system status 

through the utilization of the high priority response. 

B. DISTRICT ATTORNEY 

The needs 9f the prosecutor relating to the aw'areness of 

background information on an individual will be satisfied via, 

responses by NYSIIS to inquiries and updates of police and 

probation agencies. 

For example, although NYSIIS defined four basic system decision 

points concerning district attorneys, it was suggested that in 

only the Preliminary Hearing (Initial Arraignment) and Arraign

merIt (plea) phases could NYSIIS be of significant assi~tance. 

The remaining points of trial and sentence do not appear to 

require central agency responses (a possible excepti!Jn is 

recognized when during the course of a trial a pros'acutor may 

request additional information concerning a previo''Usly 

unknown witness or event). 

1. PRELIMINARY HEARING (table 4-1 coodinates C-1) 

NYSIIS will, as outlined in II-A-2-a above (page 58) 

forw'ard an abbreviated summary case his tor:" to the 

arresting police agency so that the policft agency may 

transmit it to the prosecutor's office. 
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PJRRAIGNMENT (table 4-1 coordinates E-1) 

Subsequent to the return of a felony indictment by a 

Grand Jury the court myst again consider the bail/ROR 

possibilities and permit the district attorney to be 

heard. Hence, at this point it may become necessary 

for NYSIIS to forward additional copies of the criminal 

record to both the court and prosecutor. In 'those 

instances where the defendant has remained in custody 

throughout the preceding period, the criminal history 

initially forward to the court and prosecutor will 

suffice. In the event the defendant was previously re

leased on recognizance or admitted to bail prior to 

indictment, the prosecutor and court may require an 

additional central agency responSe. For this NYSIIS 

will reply to the arraignment court with two co~ies of 

either the no further activity resp?nse or the subsequent 

report response. One copy of the report will be for the 

use of the district attorney and the other for the use 

of the court and probation agency. 

C. COURT 

The four general decision making areas are Preliminary 

Hearing (Initial Arraignment); Arraignmemt (post-indictment); 

Trial, and sentence. Of the four only the trial phase is 

seen as not requiring any direct central agency assistance. 

1. PRELIMINARY HEARING (table 4-1 coordinates G-1) 

The information needs here will be satisfied by the 

NYSIIS response to the input arI'est document as described 

in II-A-2-a above (page 58). 
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ARRAIGNMENT (table 4-1 coordinates H-1) 

The information needs will be satisfied by the NYSIIS 

response to the probation inquiry outlined in II-D-2 

below (page 63). 

3. SENTENCE (table 4-1 coordinates ~-1) 

Information needed by judicial agenqies will be satisfied 

by the NYSIIS response to the probation pre-sentence 

inquiry outlined in II-D-3 below (page 63). 

PROBATION AGENCIES 

The NYSIIS survey of probation agencies was oriented towards 

an investigation of the needs and reqUirements of these 

agencies. In addition the team ascertained the kinds of 

data possessed by these agencies and their availability for 

dissemination. The new CPL has been particularly cognizant 

of probation function needs and has taken steps to define 

more. fully the role of probation with the remainder of the 

justice community. NYSIIS, based on the survey results and 

the new CPL requirements is also cognizant of its obligation 

to provide active support to the probation function. 

The major decision points investigated by the team involve 

bail/ROR investigation, pre-plea and pre-sentence investiga

tions; probation supervision &ld termination of probation. 

1. BAIL/ROR INVESTIGATIONS (table 4-1 coordinates K-1) 

The new CPL stipulates the increased areas of investigative 

responsibility of probation agencies in the bail/ROR 

process. NYSIIS will assist these agencies by responding 

as indicated previously in the Police Agency portion of 

this section (II-A-2-a page 58). 
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2. PRE-PLEA INVESTIGATIONS (table 4-1 coordinates L-1) 

NYSIIS will assist the probation agencies at this stage 

of the judicial proceedings by responding with a subsequent 

report. This report will also assist both the court and 

the prosecutor. Information received here is seen as 

decidedly affecting the judicial process in the "plea" 

stage. 

3. PRE-SENTENCE INVESTIGATIONS (table 4-1 coordinates M-1) 

Section 390.10 of the CPL stipulates that the court may 

not pass sentence on any fingerprintable offense conviction 

until it has received a pre-sentence report from NYSIIS. 

This report will contain a comprehensive history of the 

defendant and will be utilized by ,the probation agency 

in the preparation of the pre-sentence report for the 

court. 

4. SUPERVISION (table 4-1 coordinates N~1) 

If during the course of probation supervisi.on; the proba

tioner has contact with a police agency, 'this information 

will be transmitted to the supervising. pI'obation agency 

as outlined in II-A-2-b above (page 60). In addition, 

NYSIIS will be prepared to provide a probation agency 

with histories at any time the agency deems it necessary • 

5. RELEASE FROM SUPERVISION (table 4-1 coordinates 0-1) 

Prior to release from supervision, a supervisory office 

may require an up-to-date background history on the 

pI'obationer. In this event, NY'SIIS will respond with an 

abbreviated criminal history to the inquiring probation 

agency. 
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Once an individual is released trom supervision, for 

whatever reason, NYSIIS will be so informed and will 

update both the basic records and the status file records 

of the individual. 

E. PAROLE 

The major decision point functions of the parole process, as 

they relate to a centra.l agency information, may be listed as 

pre-parole investigation, release to parole, supervision 

requirements and release from parole investigations. 

1 • CLASSIFICATION INVES~.IGATION (table It--1 coordinates P-1) 

This investigation is performed by the institution parole 

officer and consists of preparing a complete background 

resume of the inmate for submission to the parole board. 

Since the CPL requires that the pre-sentence report 

prepared by the 60urt probation staff be forwarded (along 

with all source reports) with the prisoner to the person 

in charge of the correctional facility (CPL 390.60), it 

is not likely that NYSIIS will be accessed for such . . 
information. 

2. RELEASE TO PAROLE (table It--1 coordinates Q-1) 

Central Files of the Division of Parole will notify NYSIIS 

of all individuals released on parole so that the latters 

file may be updated. 

3. SUPERVISION (table It--1 coordinates R-1) 

NYSIIS will respond to the Central Parole Files with a 

notification anytime an active parolee, registered as such 

with NYSIIS, 1s arrested and that arrest is reported to 

NYSIIS. In addition, NYSIIS will prominently display on 
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its reply to the arresting ·agency, prosecutor, probation 

departmen.t and court involved; the criminal justice status 

of the individual (see II-A-2-b page 60). As in the 

probation supervision phase, NYSIIS will be prepared to 

forward additional reports to parole upon request. 

4. RELEASE F~OM PAROLE (table 4-1 coordinates S-l) 

Upon the successful completion of parole period or upon 

re-incarceration, at board direction, the Division of 

Parole will inform NYSIIS of the action so that the 

NYSIIS files may be updated. 

CORRECTIONS 

The survey team examined Corrections functions within the 

framework of their relationship with the parole and probation 

aspects of the system and with emphasis on what was deemed 

Corrections four significant function decision points. These 

four points are detention; receipt; visitors; and release. 

Each of these either contributes to or benefits from an 

active parole~probation/central agency relationship. 

1. DETENTION (table 4-1 coordinates T-1) 

Upon receipt of an individual for detention, those charged 

with this responsibility often fL'1d themselves faced with 

a grevious problem. In effect this problem concerns the 

frequent lack of background data on the individual. The 

absence of this data often prohibits 1;he facility from 

employing the 'security necessary to ,iIlsure the safety of 

both the detainee and the other residents of the facility 

(e. g. if the facility were aware of ia d.etainees' ,pr~or 

mental or narcotic problems it would assign the individual 
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to a psychiatric or medical ward, rather, than a general 

cellblock). In providing this information NYSIIS will 

routinely produce a copy of its criminal history for 

transmission to the County Sheriff's office in "upstate" 

(non-New York City) New York State locals. The dissemina

tion of history information for detention purposes in New 

York City, however, represents an area of considerable 

difficulty to both NYSIIS and the New' York City Department 

of Correction. Estimates of detainees by this department 

put this detention figure at between 60,000 and 75,000 

individuals per year. Background information on these 

individuals is required in most cases within a matter of 

hours following arrest. In order to resolve this difficulty, 

NYSIIS is exploring two alternative methods of dissemination: 

the first of t~ese would request that one of the agencies 

which initially received the arrest-originated criminal 

history from NYSIIS, forward its copy, or a copy of the report 

to the detention facility with the individual. The second 

possibility would require that the New York City Department 

of Correction request a history on all individuals remanded 

to their custody directly from NYSIIS. While the latter 

alternative i~ recognized as the most direct approach it is 

none-the-Iess the more difficult due primarily to the 

formidable volume involved. 

2. ADMISSION (table 4-1 coordinates U-1) 

As a result of the CPL requirements that the pre-sentence 

report accompanying the offender to prison there is no 

need for formal reporting procedures at this pointe 

However, NYSIIS will be prepared to forward a comprehensive 

criminal response upon request. NYSIIS will be notified 
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of the admission procedure via a fingerprint input 

from the correction facility and will update its records 

accordingly. 

RELEASE (table 4-1 coordinates V-1) 

Upon release from an institution, NYSIIS will be so 

notified and will upd'a"te the individual's record to 

reflect his new status. 

(, III. ASSIGNMENT OF PRIORITIES 
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In order to provide tor an orderly and efficient transition to a 
, . 

revised reporti*g system, NYSIIS will undertake the task in 

accordance with the following priorities: 

A. NYSIIS is currently engaged in de terming the most expedient 

and advantageous method of collecting the additional data 

elements which were designated necessary to a parole/probation 

reporting system by the surveyed agencies. 

B. NYSIIS 1s currently analyzing those areas of the present reporting 

system which must be re-designed or modified so as to permit 

NYSIIS the flexibility required to fulfill the needs of the 

criminal justice system. 

C. NYSIIS will shortly begin on the analysis and design of a 

preliminary parole/probation statistical module which. will 

facilitate basic program measurement and evaluation. 

D. NYSIIS plans to initiate discussion with the newly organized 

New York State Department of Correctional Services (Corrections 

and Parole) so that NYSIIS may avail itself fully ()f tbe re

sources of this new' Department in regard to kinds and trans

mission of data. Similar discussions will be pursuE"d with t:he 
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nevly organized Division of Probation. 

NYSIIS plans to initiate discussio~s with the various justice 

agencies throughout the state who now possess (or will shortly 

possess) computerized operations. These discussions will 

investigate the potentials for an interfacing computerized 

network, and will seek to identify and define areas of 

mutual concern and assistance. 
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L~gend 

Table 4-1 

-, 

cf.j ibi t 

tly G-2 Chart indicates that data will be received from court, when in 

reality data w'ill be received from Judicial Conference of 

:(. State of New York. 

, 

J-2 -do-

(I N-2 Dual entry reflects request for assistance information/automatic 

violation response. 

Ie 
0-2 Dual entry reflects request for assistance information/or file 

registry. 

( 

o 

P-2 In normal process no input at this point since need has been 

satisfied at M-l. 

is required. 

However, cases may arise when information 

R-2, Dual entry reflects request for assistance information/automatic 

violation responses. 

8-2 ' Dual entry reflects request for assistance information/or file 

registry. 

Upon receipt of arrest notification NYSIIS will always reply to the 

arrest agency with an abbreviated history and in addition will reply: 

To police (sheriffs) office in rural areas where lower court is 

of town - village type to satisfy C~1; G-1; K-1. 

In urban areas - to police agency to satisfy 0-1 and to 

the arraignment court to satisfy G-1; K-1. 
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L2 Upon receipt of an arrest notification NYSIIS will ascertain if 

the individual is currently in a parole, probation, wanted status 

or it currently on bailor recognizance, if yes to any of the 

above, NYSIIS will notify both the supervising or wanting 

agency and the arrest agencYe 

L3 CPL 390.60 requires that the court forward the pre-sentence 

report and supporting documentation to the correctional facility 

if the sentence is greater than 90 days. When the sentence is 

less than 90 days there is no such requirement and NYSIIS will 

supply the report. 
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SECTION V 
DATA ELEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

OF THE PAROLE/PROBATION 
REPORTING SYSTEM 

One of the major areas of investigation undertaken by 

the survey team, w'as the identification of those data elements 

which, in the opinions of the surveyed agencies, w'ere vi tal 

to a parole/probation reporting system. The results indicated 

that much of the necessary information w'as already being 

collected from various sources by the present NYSIIS system; 

however, several other elements were mentioned that were not 

being collected. The accompanying table (table 5-1) indicates 

both the data elements presently collected by NYSIIS and 

included in its data base and those a.ddi tives deemed necessary 

to this data base. 

Data Element Origin 

With very few exceptions, the elements in the current 

data base and those indicated as additional elements may be 

collected by NYSIIS from multiple input sources. For example, 

Birth Place and Birth Date may be submitted as record elements 

from the arrest agency, the detention and incarceration agency, 

the probation agency and the parole agency. In a similar 

fashion, Crime Place and Crime Date may also be reported by a 

number of justice agencies. In processing items such as these, 

entries such as birth date/place are defined as identification 

information and crime date/place are defined as legal information. 

Generally speaking, once this distinction is made, the process

ing system proceeds in the following way. 
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- In processing identification type information, the system 

incorporates a "frequency" counter which w'1ll indicate, 

numerically, the number of ways a particular individual 

was reported. For example, using birth date/place, the 

system will list all the variations on this entry, each 

accompanied by a numeric indication of the number of 

reporting instances. This indication is carried on the 

criminal history report in the "other information" section. 

With legal type information, the system provides for the 

acceptance of certain data elements by type of event and 

does not record a frequency. For example, as indicated the 

crime place/date elements may be received from a numbe.r of 

sources, but it is collected and recorded only at the arrest 

level, regardless of the fact that it may also be present 

on disposition, probation, incarceration, etc., submissions to 

NYSIIS. Certain other legal data items such as incarcera

tion facility will be noted each time they are reported. 

Thus the incarceration facility, if reported w'1ll be noted 

in the disposition record, the institution admission record, and 

the institution release record. The above procedures were, 

designated to permit ~crSIIS the flexibility of recording all 

pertinent data on an individual and tb present this information 

to the user in a concise and meaningful manner. 

Data Element Usage 

The data elements, once collected by NYSIIS, w'1l1 be used 

to satisfy the various information needs of the agencies, and 

will be tailored to the operating requests and requirements of 

these agencies. As table 5-1 indicates, most of the data 
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submitted to and collected by NYSIIS is that usually com

prising data of the "public record" type, and as such is not 

subject to severe dissemination restrictions. 

Additional Data Elements 

As a result of the SlITVey, NYSIIS has been able to iden

tify a number of parole/probation data elements which would 

be of use to the justice system if collected and reported 

in a standardized manner. These elements are listed in the 

"Additional Data Eleml9nts" section of Table 5-1, along with 

the most appropriate source agency and an indication of the 

potential users of this information. In addition to these 

elements, the parole and probation agencies surveyed indicated 

a need for cer~ain' data items which w'ere already routinely 

collected and maintained by NYSIIS, but not widely distributed 
... ~ .... ---' ... 

in the probation area, due to lack of dissemination facilities 

and procedures. NYSIIS, as indicated in section IV of this 

report, is taking steps to remedy this situation so as to 

provide the facilities for comprehensive agency - NYSIIS data 

exchange. 
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PRESENT DATA ELEMENTS 
TABLE 5-1 

Page 1 of 5 

NYSIIS 
FILE TYPE 

Base File 

Crime History 

Charges File 

Disposition File 

Institution File 

Name File 

DATA ELEMENT 

NYSIIS Number 
FBI Number 
Sex 
Height 
Race 
Skin Tone 

Arrest Date 

Crime Date 
Arrest Place 
Crime Place 
Arrest Agency 

Arrest Number 
Court Arraignment 

SOURCE 

Various 
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-

Arrest Agency 

-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-

-do-
-do-

TO SATISFY 

All Agencies 
-do-
-do-
-do-
·-do
-do-

/Police-D.A.-Probation_ 
!Court-Correction 
'All 
Police-Probation-Parole 
All 
POlice-Probation
Correction 
Police-Probation-Parole 
Police-Probation-Parole 

Arrest Charge Arrest Agency All 
DispOSition Charge Judicial Con- All 

ference/Police 
Agency I 

Charge Literal -do- JAIl 
Disposition Status -do- All 

Date of Disposition Judicial Con- IAll 

Court of Disposi
tion 
Docket Number 
Restitution Amount 

Fine 
Type DispOSition 

Institution Name 

Inmate ID Number 

Date of Detention 
Date of Admission 
Type of Admission 

Date of Release 
Type of Release 

Alias 
Nickname 

ference/Arrest 
Agency 
-do-

-do-
-do-

-do-
-do-

InstituHon 
Facility 

'-do-, 

-do-
-do-
-do-

-do-
-do-

-do-

-do
D.A.-Court-Probation_ 
Parole 
-do-
All 

All 

Pl'obation-Parole-
0or7.'ection 

I All 

/

-dO
Probation-Parole
Correction 

I All 
-do-

I Name Variant 

Various 
-do-
-do-

All 
Police-PTobation-Parole 
All 

I 
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NYSIIS 
FILE TYPE 

TABLE ,-1 
DATA ELEMENT SOURCE 

- , 

== 

Page 2 .of , 

I TO SATISFY 

Mental Hygiene File Instituticn Name 

Date .of Admissicn 
Date .of Release 
Identificaticn 
Number 

M.H. 
ticn 
-dc-

Institu-I All Agencies 

-dc-

Parcle File Date .of Par .ole 

Identificaticn 
Number 
Supervising Agency 
Parcle Length 

-do-
-d.o-

IDi visicn .of 
IParcle 
-dc-

-dc-
-dc-

Parcle Release Date -dc
Assigned Area -dc-

Certificate .of 
Relief File 

Issue Date 

Permanency Date 
Certificate Type 
Issuing Agency 
Revisicn Agency 
Revisicn Date 
Revisicn Permanency 
Date 
Revisicn Type 
Revccaticn Issue 
Date 
Revccaticn Agency 
Revccaticn Effec
tive Date 
Revccaticn Type 

Birth Date/Place File Date .of Birth 
City of Birth 
State .of Birth 

:Ccunty .of Birth 

Address File 

Instituticn Visits 
File 

I Address Date 
Address 

Applicaticn Date 

Inmate ID 
Instituticn Name 
Visitcr NYSIIS 
Number 
Visitcr Name 
Relaticnship 

IDivisicn .of 
Parcle 
-dc-
-dc-
-dc-
-dc-
-dc-
-dc-

-dc-
-dc-

-dc-
-dc-

-dc-

Varicus 
-dc-
-dc-
-dc-

Varicus 
-dc-

Instituticn 

-dc-
-dc-
-dc-

-dc-
-dc-

-75-

-dc-
-dc-

All 

Prcbaticn-Parcle
Pclice 
Parcle 
Pclice-Prcbaticn
Parcle-Ccurt 
All 
Pclice-Prcbaticn
Parcle 

Ccurt-Prcbaticn-Parcle 

-dc-
-dc-
-dc-
-dc-
-dc-
-dc-

-dc-
-dc-

-dc-
-dc-

-dc-

All 
Prcbaticn-Parcle 
-dc-
-dc-

PD-Prcbaticn-Parcle 
-dc-

D.A.-Prcbaticn-Parcle
Ccrrecticn 
-dc-
-dc-
-dc-

-dc-
-dc-

c' 

o 

c' 

C) 

o 

o 

o 

o 

I 
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TABLE ,-1 Page 3 .of , 

NYSIIS 
FILE TYPE 

License Applicaticn 
File 

Emplcyment File 

Sccial Security File 

Prcbaticn/Cust.ody 
File 

Ccmments File 

Asscciates Name File 

Other Inf.ormati.on 
File 

Wanted Perscn File 

DATA ELEMENT SOURCE 

Inmate NYSIIS Number -d.o
Inmate Name -dc-

Date .of Applicaticn 

Applicaticn Number 
License Agency 
License Type 

Date .of Employment 
Name of Emplcyer 
Address of Emplcyer 
Dept. of State ID 
Number 

Varicus 
Licensing 
Agencies 
-dc-
-do-
-dc-

Varicus 
-dc-
-dc-
Dept. '.of 
State 

Varicus 

TO SATISFY 

-dc-
-dc-

Varicus 

Depending On 
Type 
License 

All 
-dc-
-dc-
Dept • .of State 

Parcle-Prcbaticn Sccial Security Nc. 

Date of Dispcsiticn Judicial Ccn- All 
ference/ 

Status of Prcbation 
Type .of Prcbation 
Length ~f Prcbaticn 
Status .of Sentence 
Type .of Sentence 
Length 
Instituticn 

Arrest Agency 
'-dc
-dc-
-dc-
-uc-
-do-
-dc-
-dc-

Additicnal Ccmments :Varicus 
I 

Name .of Ass.ociate ;Varicus 

Asscciate ID Nc. -dc-

-do-
-dc-
-do-
-dc-
-d.o-
-dc-
-do-

Various 

All 
-dc-
-do-

Ass.ociate NYSIIS NC.I-dC-

Varicus Items ·Varicus Vari.ous • 
Relating tc Ncn F/P I I 
Infcrmaticn 

Wanting Agency Wanting: Agen- *** Icy 
Transmission Date 
Weight 
Hair Col .or 
Eye Cclcr 

l·~dc
'-dc-
-do-
-dc-

*** In general all types .of justice agencies are interested in this type 
infcrmaticn. Hcwever, the depth and ccntent will vary between agency 
types. 
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TABLE 5'-1 

/ 
NYSIIS 

FILE TYPE DATA ELEMENT SOURCE 

Sex -do-
Race -do-

r,j Skin Tone -do-
)) Ethl1.ic Group -do-
t} 
I" Date of Birth -do-
" Place of Birth -do-

Height -do-
Address -do-
Social Security -do-
Number 
Operators License -do-
Number 
Miscellaneous Number -do-

l. Type Warrant/Offense -do-

J 

Date Warrant -do-
Case Number -do-
Alias -do-
F/P Cla.ssification -do-
License Number -do-

- Vehicle ID Number -do-

~ Identifying Marks -do-
Additional Data Verified Date of Probation 
Elements Birth Agency 

Verified Place of -do-
t). Birth 
~ Supervision Area -do-

~ Transferred to Area -do-

" 
Verified Marital -do-

i 
status 

t Narcotic Status -do-
Type of Narcotic -do-

i~ 
Used 

J Psychological -do-
r~ Deviations 
'" Employment Data -do-

Occupation -do-

Education Data -do-

Military Data -do-
( 

Bail/ROR Data -do-

I 
Attitude on Prob -do-
I Discharge 
Type Investigation -do-

r;: Performed 
t" Ava1labili ty -do-
,~ 

-' - Location -do-
Sup~rvising Agency -do-

. Probationer ID -do~ 
, Tran~ferred From -do-
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Page 1+ of 5 

-" 
TO SATISFY 

:f' 

All 

.Probation-Parole 

PD-Court-Probation 
PD-Probation 
Probation-Parole-
Court-DA 
All 
-do-

-do-
(I 

-do-
D.A.-Court-Probation-
Parole-Correction 
Probation-Parole-
Correction 
Probation-Parole 
Police-DA-Court 
Pro bation-P arol~ o 
D. A. -Co.ur.t-Probation-
Parole 
Probation-Parole 

-do-
-do-
PD-Court-Probation- o 
Parole 
Probation-Paro:e 
POlice-Court-Probation-
Parole 

10 

o 

NYSIIS 
FILE TYPE 

TABLE 5-1 

DATA ELEMENT 

Type Supervision 

Cooperative Supvsn. 
Data 
-Original ID No. 
-Original State 

-New Supervising 
state 

··New ID Number 

-78-

SOURCE 

Probation! 
Parole 

-do-
-do-

-do-

-do-

Page 5' of 5' 

TO SATISFY 

D.A.-Court-Probation-
Parole 

Probation-Parole 
D.A.-Court-Probation-
Parole 
-do-

Probation-Parole 

I· 
I 

of, 

pr~ 
\ 
1 

prE! 
i 

Of~ 
~ , 
! 

Will 
\ 

wil: 

repo 

tat1 

I. 
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SECTION VI 

PAROLE/PROBATION REPORTING SYSTEM 

In order that NYSIIS may accomplish the stated survey objectives 

of satisfying the needs of criminal justice agencies :f'or parole/ 

probation information and provide for the rendering of the services 

previously described in this report, NYSIIS will undertake a series 

of revisions to its primary reporting system. These revisions 

will encompass the follo~ing points. 

1. revision of output format to more closely provide 
the critical inf.ormation needed by processing agencies 
througnout their operations; 

2. revision of dissemination procedures so as to 
facilitate the transmission of this information in a 
time frame acceptable to agency needs; 

3. revision of'current data collection procedures to 
permit NYSIIS to acquire more comprehensive informa
tion concerning individuals of interest to the system 
in a more expeditious manner; 

4. revision of the basic composite of the criminal history 
reporting system to provide for, in addition to a data 
base file, a status file and a statistical file. 

The report thus far has examined the manner in which NYSIIS 

will satisfy points one and two above. In this section, the 

report will deal with the procedures necessary for the implemen

tation of points three and four. 

I. REVISION OF CURRENT DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES 

As the section on required data elements indicated most 
• 

of the data required (including parole/probation data) is 

presently being collected. However, in regard to those 

elements not presently being collected, NYSIIS will expand 

its data collection procedures by requesting more active input 

assistance from the probation and parole agencies. One of the 

1 ~ J 

< I '\ 

(8 

:1 
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areas of major concern is the receipt, from probation, of notifi

cation of prior investigation reports so that NYSIIS may include this 

information on its responses with the objective of reducing the inve

stigative workload. Another area of concern for the system is the 

acquisition of timely results of bail/ROR proceedings so that the 

system may be continually aware of the status of an offender complete 

through the process. The collection of this data causes problems whi 

are quite similar to those problems mentioned in section IV of this 

report dealing with the dissemination of data. In order that informa 

tion such as the above, particularly bail/ROR information, be reporte 

to and processed by NYSIIS within an acceptable time frame, this info 

mation must be quickly transmitted to this agency. This transmissioL 

requirement cannot', :1.n most instances be satisfied through normal mal 

deliveries, hence NYSIIS plans to utilize much the same procedure as 

previously described for output dissemination, for receiving input da 

That is, in urban areas NYSIIS would request, that, via centralized 

court facilities, the probation agencies input the preliminary dispo

sition data to NYSIIS for immediate update of the central files. In 

the rural areas, NYSIIS plans to request the assistance of the agency 

usually State Police or Sheriffrs office, possessing the transmission 

equipment to forward the necessary data. 

II. STRUCTURE AND PURPOSE OF THE COMPUTER SYSTEM 

As indicated in the previous NYSIIS survey report, dated April 

1970, the present NYSIIS computer criminal history reporting system 

consists of over tW'enty sub-files making up the NYSIIS data base file 

These files contain the total information available on an individual 

and it is via these files that responsl9s are produced for agency use. 
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At the present time, although the data exists, the system does 

not possess the capability for the production of statistical data 

or for an expel:ii tious method of determining the present 

criminal justice system status of an individual. Presently 

in order to determine this status, NYSIIS must scan the 

individual's complete file, and produce a comprehensive 

history report for transmission to the input or inquiring 

agency. Based on the data in the report the recipient 
I 

agency then determines the individual's status within the 

system. 

A. STATUS FILE 

In order to str~amline the above procedure, NYSIIS 

plans to introcluce a status file into its present 

criminal history reporting system. This file will contain 

pertinent extracts, from an individual's complete record, 

which will reflect the current criminal justice status 

of the individu:3.1. These extracts will consist of entries 

which will chronicle the individual's progress through 

the system from point of entry (arrest) to point of 

exiting the jurisdiction of the system (release from 

legal obligation). At a future date the status file 

organization will provide for the entry of post-sentence 

"appeal" events, hm;ever; a. t the present time due to the 

absence of comprehensive data concerning this area it has 

not been included. The following narrative describes what 

is anticipated to b.e representative of the typical operations 

of the status file (see chart 6-1). 

I' 
I 
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NYSIIS STATUS FILE OPERATIONS BY MA.hlR. SYSTEM ACTIVITY 
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ARREST NOTIFICATION 

Upon receipt of an arrest fingerprint record and 

following the manual and computer data verification 

process, an update concerning this event will be 

performed on the status file to indicate entry into 

the justice system. 

2. PRELIMINARY JUDICIAL RESULTS 

Upon receipt of preliminary data, two processing 

alternatives are possible. If the data represents a 

dismissal of charges the system will provide for the 

purging of the arrest information from the status 

file, since the individual is no longer a matter of 

system responsibility. However, should the charges re

main, the offender may be admitted to bailor recogni

zance release or be remanded to a detention facility 

to await further judicial action. When any of these 

occur, the individual's status file will be updated to 

reflect this condition. 

3. PRE-TRIAL JUDICIAL RESULTS 

This stage of the judicial process generally consists 

of the activitles following a grand jury indictment. 

Again, as in the previous instance, the individual 

may qualify for bail or recogniz~~ce release or be 

remanded to custody. The entry at this point will 

reflect this judicial decision. 

4. SENTENCING RESULTS 

If, as a result of the trial process, the defendant is 

either acquitted of all charges or sentenced to a 

pariod of imprisonment the information relating to 

t 
I 
lID 
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this event will be purged from the status file. This 

purge will be performed, in the case lof acquittal, 

for the same reason as the purge prOCE~SS at the charge 

dismissal point. In the case of a sentence of imprison

ment, the purge will be performed due to the fact that 

the individual may no longer be cOllsidc3red in an active 

status. If the offender is convicted and sentenced to 

a period of probation, this information will be entered 

onto the status file. 

5. RELEASE TO PAROLE SUPERVISION 

Upon receipt of notification informing NYSIIS of a 

parole supervision status, this information will be 

posted to the status file. 

6. RELEASE FROM JUDICIAL OBLIGATION 

Upon an individual's successful completion of a pro

bation~ parole or conditional discharge supervision 

period, all information relating to the original 

event w'i1l be purged from the status file. If, 

during the supervisory period, the individual is 

returned or is sent to a correctional facility, all 

records pertaining to the original event will be 

pu~ged from the status file. 

7. ADV ANT AGE S OF THE STATUS FILE 

The implementation of the status file will provide all 

criminal justice agencies with the rapid type of notifi

cation they require regarding the status of parolees 

and probationers. It will provide for the identification 

B. 
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of new arrestees who are currently in a phase of either post

adjudicatory (parole-probation) supervision or pre-adjudicatory 

(bail-recognizance) supervision. An added benefit to the 

system through the utilization of this file will be recognized 

in the assistance it will lend to all those agencies perfo~

ing investigative operations. For example, in the police 

crime investigation phase, this file is seen as potentially 

reducing the number of suspects the agency must concern 

itself with. In another way this file is seen as lending 

assistance to par~le and probation investigative officers in 

their offender or offende"l'-associate types of investigations 

by providing rapid notification of the subjects current justice 

system status. 

STATISTICAL FILE 

The.second planned additive to the current criminal history 

reporting system will be a statisti(~al file. The addition 

of a statistical capability will prc)vide NYSIIS with the 

operational potential for providing either comprehensive 

statistical reports for individual agency evaluation or for 

providing those data elements which are required by the indi

vidual agencies in performing their own evaluation of programs. 

The statistical file will contain those data elements 

concerning offenders which will enable parole and probation 

agencies to effeC~ive1y evaluate the effects their operations 

and programs and the total justice system have had on the 

individual passing through the system. In order for this 

evaluation to be complete, it must collect data at system 

entry, at various points throughout the system and at system 
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exit. The input to· the system would initially consist of 

presently received documents plus those additional elements 

relating to the interim judicial process. At a future date, 

once experience has been gained, the system will provide for 

the acceptance of additional data elements which will assist 

in providing the mechanisms for more detailed statistical 

analysis. It is anticipated that these additional elements 

will consist of information relative to types of institutional 

programs and training enrolled in and the results of such 

training; similar information relating to planned probation 

programs and training, etc. This data would be captured and 

correlated on the file in a manner which will optimize its 

utilization by the system's subscribers. 

I'i 
I The survey results indtcated that, as a whole, the super-
J~ 
1 1 visory agencies are actively interested in receiving data and 

;j assistance from a central agency which w'i11 faci1i ta te their 
j' 
J ~ operational evaluative process. Of particular concern to many 

~-I 

I 
I, 

I 
I 

II. 

I of these agencies w'as the a,cquisi tion of subsequent information I 

, ! concerning individuals who had previously been under their I 
II: * supervision and discharged. It w·as indicated that by examin- II 

'l!c ing these subsequent crimin.a1 activities or lack thereof, (in ~ 

; I' F ' l addition to previous criminal behaviour) an agency would I 
'I ' l'® possess the basic ingredients necessary to initiate research i 
1 into the effectiveness of present agency procedures·. The ~ 

l' output of the planned statistical system would be structured, 11 

j al as far as possible, in accordance with basic user agency goals 1\ 

I 1\ . and automated capabilities. Thus, the output of the svstem 1 

I
i., J ~ rj 

is seen as providing either individ~a1 or broadly based (by II 
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pre-arranged classification) statistical reports or, the 

basic data necessary for an agency to produce its own reports. 

The following section, Section VII will describe in greater 

detail the data needs and potential uses of this file in 

providing the sound basic statistics necessary for effective 

program planning. 

II. OPERATION OF THE SYSTEM 
. mal 

C 
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The manner in which NYSIIS will process the documents it 

receive s will be div:tded, for discussion purposes, into two 

segments, namely the INQUIRY PROCESS segment and the UPDATE 

PROCESS segment. Thl9 following is a brief explanation of the 

major functions of each process in relation to its interaction 

with the NYSIIS computer,.based files and the type(s) of repc\rts 

generated by each process segment. 

A. INQUIRY PROCESS SEGMENT 

This process (see chart 6-2) is designed to handle those 

types of input documents whi.ch only request information from 

the files. In determining the manner 'in which these requests 

will be accommodated, the system w·111 provide for alternate 

processing procedures depending upon the type of request. 

In those cases where the inquiry is a request for 

sta.tistical data which will assist in the research and 

statistical operations of an inquiring agency, NYSIIS will 

search the statistical file; access the data; and release it 

in the fo~at required for agency ~use. The other possibility 

in inquiry processing includes requests for prtor history in

formation by justice system agencies. In processing these 
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requests, NYSIIS will search both the status file and the 

data base file in order to produce one of the types of 

responses described in Section IV of this report. 

B. UPDATE PROCESS SEGMENT 

This segment (see chart 6-3) provides the mechanisms 

whereby the three primary NYSIIS files (data base; statistical 

and status) are updated with current information concerning 

individuals in the justice system. In general, the opera

tions of the segment may be described as follows: 

- Upon the receipt of a criminal justice event, the system 

w'ill provide for the immediate addition of all pertinent 

data to the statistical file. The type of data entered 

on the statistical file will be discussed at greater length 

in Section VII of this report. At this p'oint the process 

segment will decide whether or not the event is an arrest 

event and accordingly will proceed in one of the following 

ways: 

1. if the event is an arrest event and is also the 

flr8t event for the individual, the system w'ill 

initiate records for the individual on both the 

data 'base and the status file and will format a 

reply for transmission to appropriate agencies. 

2. if the event is 'an arrest event and is a subsequent 

even'!:;, the system will update the data base .. 

Additionally, if the offender is recognized to be in 

an active status, via the status file, the system 
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will update the status file and notify both the 

arrest agency and the agency, exercising interest 

in the individual as indicated by the status file. 

However, if the offender is not found to be in an 

active status, the system will initiate a record 

in the status file and format a reply for the 

appropriate agencies. 

3. if the event is other than an arrest event and 

represents a removal from active system status, the 

system will purge the status file and update the 

individual data base file. 

4. if the event is other than an arrest event and 

represents additional system data of an active 

type (bail-ROR-probation-parole) the process will 

update the status file and the data base. 
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NYSIIS INQUIRY PROCESS 

NO 
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.YES route will be taken upon acql!ltt~1 or dismissal 
of all charges; relsose from parole or probation 
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SECTION VII 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE STATISTICAL 
REPORTING SIS TEM 

In order that the statistical tile concept discussed in 

the previous section be utilized to its utmost not only by 

parole/probation authorities but also by all segments of the 

justice system, NYSIIS is planning to develop and implement 

a series ot.procedures which will provide for an eventual 

comprehensive criminal justice statistical system. 

The initial stage ot this statistical reporting system 

will require that NYSIIS automatically collect the type of 

data now included in the SEARCH statistical project demon

stration system. In defining the data elements to be utilized, 

in this initial stage, NYSIIS will closely conform to the re

commended items contained in the Data Collection Manual for 

the SEARCH Statistical Demonstration Project, dated March, 1970. 

MOst ot this required data is routinely collected by NYSIIS in 

its data base updating process, and when required it will also 

be included on the statistical file. The acquisition of certain 

other required data (e.g. iterim judicial determinations), although 

not presently provided in all cases, via the survey, been recognized 

as necessary to a full information system, and procedures are 

currently being developed to provide for the timely receipt of 

this information by NYSIIS. Certain other information required 

by this system (e.g. presence or absence of a pre-sentence report) 

has never been routinely received by NYS lIS, bU,t the facilities 

are availilble tor doing so in the future. 
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(Effective September 1, 1971, a pre-sentence investigation Will 

be mandated by CPL 390.20 tor all felony convictions and for 

all misdemeanor convictions unless the sentence consists 

of a fine or a period of incarceration less than ninety days 

duration). With the implementation of this stage of the ongoing 
automated statistical system, NYSIIS will possess the capability 

of satisfying, on a higher volume and more immediate scale, the 

original objectiv'es of this statistical system as est~blished 

by the SEARCH Statistical Methods Task Force. This statistical 

system will trace offenders, on an individual baSis, through 

the New York State criminal justice process and, as in the 

national system, will be deSigned to indicate by major system 

deciSion point the results of system process on an individual. 

The successful completion of this preliminary stage of 

a state-wide justice system statistical model will precipitate 

the advancement of the model to a higher developmental stage. 

A major objective of this more advanced stage will be to pro

vide statistical information on an individual transaction basis 

for a representative sample of individual justice system agencies. 

The type of data required to achieve this objective is basically 

similar to the previously discussed elements of data; in addition, 

this phase will require the collection and utilization of specific 

agency identities. A second objective of this stage will be to 

examine the feasibility of producing statistics such as: 

-Individual transaction statistics reflecting the flow of 

the system on similar type offenders (e.g. sam~ age-race

sex-charge, etc.) on a state-wide level; 
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-Individual transaction statistics reflecting the flow of 

the Iystem on similar type offenders within a specific 

agency designation (e.g. statistics reflecting the system 

flow on all 2, year old males arrested for robbery, who 

were or are being supervised by a specific probation agency); 

-Cumulative individual statistics which will reflect, 

on the state level, the system flow on individual offenders 

with multiple events; 

-Cumulative individual statistics which will reflect, 

via a specific agency designation, the system flow on 

individual offenders with multiple events. 

The basic data components suggested by the SEARCH statis

tical task force are with the exception of specific agency 

designation sufficient to accomplish the above objectives. 

Once the above stages have been completed, modifications 

-,-

or refinements implemented and the subsequent results analyzed, 

the project viII progress to a third and more comprehensive phase. 

This phase will include all the attl'ibutes of the previous stages 

and will contain basically the same information. However, it 

will be designed to include elements which will greatly refine 

the overall results, such as educational, marital and military 

experience. They will encompass items concerning employment 

and training experience (institution or private). In short, 

this phase of the statistical system will incorporate all those 

elements which the surveyed agencies indicated were vital to a 

comprehensive and accurate analysis of agency programs, policies, 

procedures and results. 

l~' 
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This phase will provide statistics which will not only 

reflect the flow of the system via its various "drop-out" 

pOints, but will also reflect the types of background common

ality among offenders. In addition, this phase may be e%tended 

to provide the detailed data necessary for the examination and 

appraisal of both the criminal justice system and its individual 

component agencies as positive reconstructive forces. 

Data Requirements of~he System 

The initial portions of this section alluded to the type 

of data required to produce a preliminary, intermediate and 

comprehensive version of a statistical reporting system. 

Admittedly, these elements exist in various formats in many 

segments of the criminal justice system. and are used. for various 

purposes (see table ,-1). So, in order to provide for the 

systematic collection ot this data~ to avoid the redundant 

entry of similar data to the statistical system, and to demon

strate the practicality ()f data accumulat1.on and control at 

a central function, NYSIIS has defined the type of data it 

will collect and maintairl from each type of agency. 

The following data breakdown is not intended to be 

totally inclusive, si.nce system experience will, in all pro

bability, necessitate modifications to some degree. 

I 
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1. Arrest Agencies 

Data is needed concerning frequencies of reported and 

(where possible) unreported crime; number of arrests; 

types of arrests (i.e. warrant, citizen, etc.); type 

01.' arrest offense; type of booking offense and complete 

1.nformation concerning the pertinent information sur

rounding the arrest (i.e. dates, places, etc.). 

2. Judicial Agencies 

At the pre-trial stage (preliminary arraignment/in1tial 

court appearance, etc.) data should be available in relation 

to bail, (including amount), the number of persons released 

on 'their own recognizance (ROR pl.-ograms), the number of 

persons detained prior to trial, reasons for and length 

of their detention, the number of persons not appearing 

for trial and thel reasons for non-appearanc~. 

At subsequent juclicial levels, data should cover adjudi-

b and type O~ trials; number of cases in cations; num er .L 

which there was no trial; sentences and lengths; whsther 

or not the accused was represented by counsel, and whether 

counsel was retained or appOinted; number of postponements 

or continuances and the reasons for these. Finally, it 

d that data concerning the time expended should be recognize 

must be available and should, in in court proceedings 

addi tion to indicating total judicial time for a comp1113te 

proceedin£, be refined to permit the relation of time 

spent in and between the ms.jor phases of the court process. 
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For example: 

a. How much time was expended from point of arrest to 
ultimate final disposition (Sentencing or appellate 
deCision)? ; 

b. How much time was expended between conviction or 
guilty plea (trial) and sentence date?; 

c. How much time was expended between the preliminary 
hearing and trial?; 

d. How much time was expended in the actual trial 
phase? 

3. Probation Agencies 

At the probation level, data 1s needed on type, avail

ability, and location of various investigations and their 

reports; number of persons on probation; type of specific 

probation program enrolled in; social background data; 

verified identification data elements (e.g. date of birth, 

true name, actual residence and place of employment, etc.); 

and specific data relating to probation revocation activities :,:' 

such as cause of revocation (i.e. technical violation and 

type, new arrest, etc.); number of hearings, etc. 

4. Parole Agencies 

NYSIIS would requir-! that PI9.ro1e furnish data concerning 

types of parole programs parolees are enrolled in; the number 

of parole board hearings; the number of paroles approved; the 

relation of parole violations to the three general categories 

of new offense, technical violation and absconding, and the 

reasons for these infractions. 
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5. Correctional Facilities 

Data needs include the number of persons in correctional 

institutions (I01J8c1 and/or state); the reasons for incar

ceration; whether or not these people are awaiting trial or 

are sentenced inmates; their sentences; number of persons 

discharged and released on parole; numbers being trained 

in educational and vocational programs; the types of pro

grams involved; and the numbers in pre-release programs. 

In essence, what is needed is a uniform statistical reporting 

system to serve all criminal justice agencies by providing 

information which will assist them in assessment of policies 

and programs and in planning more effective crime prevention, 

treatment and control measures. Before much progress may 

be made in examining the interrelated decisions along the 

criminal justice process from arrest of offenders to their 

final discharge, 'We need reliable comparable information abou.t 

the persons involved, the decisions made about them, and the 

consequences of these decisions. Once this data is obtained 

and correlated, it w'ill be possible to begin examining the 

results of decisions in one sector of the criminal justice 

system, upon other criminal justice sectors. The police, 

probation officers, judges, correctional workers, parole 

boards, and others involved in the administration of criminal 

justice all have at least one thing in common -- t~'~~i~' all 

must make decisions· concerning criminal offenders. Yet 

these decisions, each of which is an integral part of the 

total system, are often unrelated to their effects on the 

o 

c· 

I· 
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entire system. The statistical system discussed here will 

assist in the total relation ot the operations ot the system. 
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ATTACHMENT A 

Proposed Probation Data Elements 

ADMISSION TO PROBATION 
NAME (LAST, FIRST, M.I.) 
NISIIS NUMBER (SID) 

'SUPERVISION AREA 
DATE RECEIVED AT SUPERVISION OFFICE 
VERIFIED DATE Of BIRTH 
LENGTH OF PROBATION 
TYPE INVESTIGATION PERFORMED 
AVAILABILITY OF INVESTIGATION 
LOCATION OF REPORT 
LOCAL 'IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 

VIOLATION 
NAME (as above) 
NIS lIS NUMBER (S ID) 
RESULTS OF 'PROCEEDINGS 
WARRANT INFORMATION 

TRANSFER 
NAME (as above) 
NISIIS NUMBER (SID) 
NEW SUPERVISING AGENCY 
DATE OF TRANSFER 
NEW LOCAL IDENTIFICATION ~mER 

RELEASE 
NAME (as above) 
NYSIIS NUMBER (SID) 
DATE OF RELEASE 
PROBATION PROGRESS 

- ,~ 

o 

() 

o 

o 

o 
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-J01- ATTACHMENT B-1 PAGE 1 OF 2 
STATE OF NEW YORl(- EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 

IDENTIFICATION AND INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM 
AlFRF.D E. SMITH STATE OFFICE BLDG., ALBANY, NEW YORK 12225 T'::o~' 12851 PAGE 1 

~~~s 007830U THIS RESPONSE TO YO\m ~NQUIRY IS BASEO ON A rl' IDENT 
I~~Y SAMUEL SAMPLE TONt4EOIUM SEX MALE HGT6-01 ~6.0.Z1313B 
KNfsWN SAMUEL SAMPLE ~~:CAUCASOID BlliTH 07-U-U sE~~~.183-32-17.9 

TO, fEDERAL BUREAU Dr INVESTIGATION 
FEDERAL BUILDING 
ALBANV. N.V. 12201 

I ., 
,---------------------------... --~ 

03-til 
~ - - - - CRIMINAL HISTORY - - - - -

ARRESTI SAMUEL SAMPLE AGENCY ID B1846612 

,I 

I' rI 
i! 
11 
il 
ll. 

ADOR[~SI 121 3RD AYE NEW YORk CITY NEW YORK Ii 
--~G~RHJ~"~'~9A~TH[~/~p~~.A~G'~.~-----40~&~·~'~a-~6~O~----~N~'.W~y9~R~K~'~J~T~¥----~NE~.~Y~O~R~K------_____ ~---l 

ARREST DATE/PLACEt 03-0Z-60 NEW YORK CITY NEw YORK NAME~ 
AGENCYa 5lRD PRECINCT NEW YORK CITY NEW YORK FREiI 

----iAIl-!Ss-!SHlBfe6+llrUf-'Ek-!SHIr-----lRIflOHBR'rftAL.'fT-P~'I.-ITH'~Rffli&r--------------IO~6"OAjOI-UOI..I-l ........ ----AA~GE~N~C~y~l.u.g-lIIf.lOu2:J11.1.lI9c;a'.' __ I-W4~':. 
SAMUEL p, JOHN AGENCY 10 8024956 03-\\ 
JOHN ROBERT JDNES AGENCY tD B12.956 02-;! 

-RMEST GHARGEII pOSSESSION gANQEROUI 9RUI I-tI-lHH-'I\. 
CARRYING OANGEROU5 WEAPON 1896 PL fREil 

0.-'1-60 NO 00003333 il DISPOSITIONt 

CHARGES I pOSSESSION OANGEROUS DRUG -rl 
CARRYING DANGEROUS WEAPON 1896 PL l! 

----JA4(~T~I.Q.QN-N 4-1 _..uO.!l5.!!!·QwAIl!-~6wQL-~C ODJN!I.1¥~J~C~T~Eu.D -l'j!f,L..1E:..IA......uO'~G ... UJ.lI"'"L.l.Tl-y ----------lC~OJjHl88Ll.J BJNE~DI1_tC~HIA,.JlR.6IGE~SL-_t--! ! 
SENTENCE. 5 YEARS 11 

SING SING STATE PAISON OSSININI NEw YORK II 
--~~~~~~~~~--~~~~--------------------~~~~~~~UL--~---:t 

SING SING ST"TE PRISON OSSINING NEw YORK t\' 
NEw COURT COHHIT"ENT. HOT ON PAROLE J 

--~IN~S~T~I~T~U~T~IO~N~R~[~~~E~A&~E~I~--~~~~~-----------------~ .. ~~~WU~~L---~---ill.t 
SING SING STATE PAISON OSSINING NEW YORK I 

h __ ~~~--~~~~~~~~----------------------------~~~~-w~~~--~----Il 
DIVISION 0"" PAROLE NEW YORK. i\l 

CERTIFICATE Of H[LI(r,ORIGINALI ISSUE DATE 06-12-65 I 
---------.Q..T Hl..lI~S~C.Q.EIl.RT-'I)J'~I.J!.CA.JATrtlElU:S;....H-AL-L-.-----.-A.U.JULl~---Jil:...-.J.WlL------1--11 RELIEVE HOLDER OF ALL DISABILITIES AND BARS TO EM'LOYMENT. \1 

--------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~------------~r--. 
II • • • • • • • • • • 

ARRESTt SAMUEL SAMPLE 
AgO~EISI 53" liT A¥£ 
CRIME DATE/PLACEt 02-26-68 
ARREST DATE/PLACEt 02-26-68 
AGENCY, N.Y.S. POLICE ~EEOI 
ARREST CHARGESs PL 120,05-01 CLASS 
DETENTIDNI 02-26-68 

GRl'NE COUNT' JAIL 
DISPOSITIONS Ol~04-6' 

MANHATTAN CRIMINAL COURT 
GHARG'S' Pl &20.00-0& C~AII A MJSO 

.' R.pr .. ..," arr." informa/ion un.upporl.J by fingerprints in 011' IiI ... 
All .nlri •• are a. compl.,. a. Ih. do/a furni.h.J to NYSIIS 

NEW YORK CITY 
NEM YORk C lTV 
LEEDS 
LEEDS 

o FEL ASSAULT ZND 

- CATSKILL ~ .. 

AlUULT JAO 

AGENCY 10 00276538 

NEW YORk 
NEIiI YORK 
NElli yoa. 

INMATE 10 00041136 
NEW VORIe 

DOCKET NO 00000001 
NEN YORK 

NYSIIS.5 (1/691 SUMM ... Y CASf HlSTOIty 

i 
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-101- ATTACHMENT B- 1 PAGE 1 OF 2 
STATE OF NEW YORl(- EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 

IDENTIFICATION AND INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM 
ALFRED E. SMITH STATE OFFICE BLDG .• ALBANY. NEW YORK 12225 TR~~. 12851 PAGE 

NJ~I.IS 007830U THIS RESPONSE TO YO\m INQUIRY IS BASED ON A riP IDENT 
I~':Y SAMUEL SAMPLE TON .. EDIUM SEX MALE HaT'-OI ~~.0.Z73131 
kN~SWN SAMUEL SAMPLE ~~:CAUCASC;ID BlliTIi (17-16-31 sE~~~o.183-3Z·17.9 

1 lE 6' 
sus t 
~IIIYO(( 

WN SII 
AS Sf 

t 
----------T-O-.--FE-O-E-R-A-L-S-U-R-EA-U--O-'-I-N-Y-E-ST-I-G-.-T-IO-N--------------------------------I----, 

FEDERAL BUILDING AC'~ 
ALBANY. N.V. 12201 t 

- - - - - CRIMINAL HISTORY - - - - -

ARREST , SAMUEL SAMPLE 
ADORESS. 121 lRD AYE NEW YORI( CITY 
GRIME 9AT[/p~ACE. 01-U-60 NEW YORt( ;lTY 
ARREST DATE/PLACE' 03-02-60 NEW YORK CITy 
AGENCY. 53RD PRECINCT NEW YORI< CITV 
ASSet un:s. ROBERT P"'A5 06000UI 

SAMUEL p, JOHN 
JOHN ROBERT JONES 

ARRtST GHARGEI. pOSSESSION gANGEROUS ORUQ 
CARRYING OANGEROUS WEAPON 1896 PL 

DISPOSITION. 04-31-60 

CHARGES. pOSSESSION DANGEROUS DRUG 
CARRYING DANGEROUS WEAPON 1896 PL 

ACTION. 05-00-60 CONVICTED PLEA or GUILTV 
SENTENCE' 5 YE~RS 

SING SING STATE PRISON OSSININQ 

SING SING STATE PRISON OSSINING 
NEW COURT COMMITMENT. NOT ON PAROLE - -SING SING STATE PRISON OSSiNING 
PAROLED 

DIYISION OF PAROLE 
CERTlrlCATE Of HELIEF.ORIGINAL, ISSUE DATE 06-1Z-65 

DIVISION or PAROLE ALBANY 
THIS CERTIFICATE SHALLe 

AGENCY 10 81846672 
Ntill YORI< 
NE'lli YOAI( 
NEW YORK 
NEW YORK 

AGENCY U) i024 9 56 
AGENCY 10 B024956 
AGENCY 10 8124956 

DOCKET NO 00001133 

COHBINED CHA'HGES 

NElli YORK 

NEw YORK 

NEw YORK 

NEM YORK. 

el 

RELIEyE HOLDER 0' ALL DISABILITIES AND BARS TO EH'LOYMENT, 

• • • • • • • • • • 
ARREST. SAMUEL SAMPLE 

CRIME DATE/PLACE. 02-Z6-68 
ARREST OATE/PLACEe OZ-26-68 
AGENCY' N.y.S. POLICE ~EEDS 
ARREST CHARGES. PL 120,05-01 CLASS 
DETENTION. 02-26-68 

~-----4G .. R~'~'NE COUNT'¥ ciA J I. 
DISPOSITION' 03-04-68 

MANHATTAN CftlMINAL CCYRf 
CHARGES. Pl aao.oo-oa C~AII ~ ~ISg 

NEW YORK CITY 
LEEDS 
LEEDS 

D ,EL ASSAULT 2ND 

CATSKILL 

ASSAULT lAD 

AGENCY 10 00276538 

NElli YORK 
NEW YORK 
NElli YORK 

INMATE ID 000.1736 
NElli VaAl( 

DOCKET NO 00000001 
NEW YORK 

NYSIIS·5 ( 1/69) SUMMAIIY CASE HlSTOIIY 

NAME 
FRE 

03-
02-

fRE 

I 

• lI.pr ..... t. orr." inlormation un.upported by lingerprint. in aur IiI ... 
All .ntrie. are a. comp/.t. a. th. Jato lurni.hed to NYSI/S 

.' Repr.sent \ 
All. 

--~, •.. -------.----~--
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i 
\ )AlE 6-03-70 

STATE OF NEW YORK- EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 
IDENTIFICATION AND INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM 

ALFRED E. SMITH STATE OFFICE BLDG •• ALBANY. NEW YORK 12225 

, ':~~;:Y 007e30U THIS 
~~NSAMUEL SAMPLE 

;~ AS SAMUEL SAMPLE 

i 
:-~-
I 

i 
i 
I--

I 
" 

i~ , 
i , 

'., !o!.... 

i 

- •• - M eRIMINAL HISTORY - - - - • 

~CTION, 03-0.-68 CONylCTED PLEA Of QUILTy, LESSER OrFEN!E 
'ENTENeE, '0 DAYS SUSPENDED 

• - - - - OTHER CRIMINAL HISTORY - • • - -

SAMUEL SAMPLE 
STAMFORD COUNTy JAIL 
SERVEe 99 BAYS FOR VA6RANeV 

STAMFORD 

• - - - - OTHER INFORMATION - - - - -

~ NAMES U~ED BY SUBJECTe 
; FREw 04 SAMUEL SAMPLE 
~ REGORDED ADURESSES. 
. 03-02-60 121 lRD AYE 
'02-26-68 5366 1ST AYE 
~ YIRTH DATE/P~ACEI 

F'REet 01 "LEFTY" 

NEW YORi( CITY 
NEW YORI< CITY 

TRANS. 
NO. 12857 PAGE 2 

CONNECTICUT 

NEW YORI( 
NEW YORI< 

\1 
FREet 04 NEW YORK 

~~,----------------------~·~-~-~·~·--~~A.&T~P~A~G~E~-LA-~---.~.L---------------------------
l a 
I ~ 

j~ ~r: ------------------------------------------------------

II 

l==i~!-------------------------------------------------------1° ~ 

I 
----~~~ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
o 

. 
~~I-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

lr_'J.'-----------:-:=:-:=-:-r:~=-==-=~ I ... ~ ~ NYSIIS.S (1169) SUMMARY CASE HISTORY 

i ,'. lI'pr ... nfs arrest inlarmation un.upported by lingerprinl. in our IiI ••. 
All entrio. or. a. c"",pI.t. a. th. clata lurni.hed to NYSIIS ; , ~ 
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ATTACHMENT B-2 PAGE 1 OF 2 

TRAN NO. 12~~7 PAGE 1 

0018301A THIS RES~ONSE TU YOUR I~QUIRY IS BASlO UN A f/P IDE~T 
SAMUEL SAMPL£ MEDIUM MALE 6-01 04213738 
SAMUEL SAMPLE CAUCASOID 07-16-31 183-32-1149 

CONFIDENTIAL TO. FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
fEDERAL 8UTLIJ1~G 
ALBANY, N.Y. 12207 

CUHRENT STATUS SUBJECT CURRENTLY ON PR08ATION TU 
~ASSAU CO. OfftC£ Of PROBATION 

A R RES T - J U 0 I C I A L 1 N fOR MAT ION 

ARREST 
DATE 

ARREST 
AGENCY 

ARREST CHARGE JUOICL 
DATE 

DISPOSITION 
CHARGE 

COURT 
DECISION 

090267 NYPO PL 12~25 01 A fEL t ** 102767 PL 12525 01 A fEL t CHARGE 
MURDER 1ST WITHDRAWN 

011768 

082569 

122269 

8017219 MURDER 1ST 

NASSU CO PL 22015 0'- 0 fEL 2 ** 031568 PL 22010 00 E FEL 3 PLEA Of 
30172 CRIM POSS nANG DHUG ** CHIM POSS DANG DRUG GUILTY 

SCHEN PO PL 21545 00 A MISO 0 ** 110469 PL 21545 00 A MISD 0 A£QUITTEO 
271 CUMPOUND CRI~E ** CUMPOUND CRI~E 

NhSSU CO PL 14017 02 U fEL 
30172 CRIMINAL TRESPASS 

PL 14025 01 C rEL 
BURGLARY 1ST 

1 ** 032970 
1 ** 
2 ** 

** 050170 

PL 14015 00' A MISD 
CHIMINAL TRESPASS 
PL 14025 Ot C FEL 
BURGLARY 

2 CONVICTED 

2 NOT ARAIG 
THIS CHRG 

042070 NYPO PL 14030 01 8 fEL 1 ** 
8017219 BURGLARY 1ST ** 

P 0 S T - A D J U 0 I CAT a R Y I ~ FOR ~ A T ION 

DATE 

041968 
101868 
011669 
040270 

ACTIVITY 

IiI4PRISUNMENT 
REl TO PARULE 
REL FRO~ PAROLE. 
PROBATION 

SENTENCE CHARGE 

PL 2~0,0 00 E FEL 3 
PL 22010 00 E FEL 3 
PL 2~010 00 £ FEL 3 
?L 14015 00 A MISO 2 

COMMENTS 

1 YEAR ATTICA STATE PRISON 

EXPIRATIO~ 
SUPERViSION PERIOO 18 MOS 
NASSAU CO PRO~ OfFICE 

~ E N TAL H Y G lEN E I N fOR MAT ION 

ADMIT PATIENT DISCHG INSTITUTION NAME-LOCATION COM~ENTS 
DATE 10 NU DATE 

091669 8-072116 100469 AELLEVUE HOSPITAL PRISON WARD PRE TRIAL 
NY Ny PSYCHIATRIC EXA~ 

7-0 

007 
SAM 
SAM 

0 T H 

ASS 

TH01 LOU 

I 
ADDF 
27-~ 
260i 

EMPI! 
090~ 

I 

011i 
122~ 

! 
I 

EOU( 
HIG~. 

MIL 
BRA 
OAT 

-~" .. ----.....----,.----~--

o 

o 

,e] 
I 

; C) 

o 

- ~--.- "ii" 
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0018301A THIS RESPO~SE TU YQUR I~QUIRY IS BASED ON A F/p IDE~T 
SAMUEL SAMPLl MEDIUM MALE 6-01 04273738 
SAMUEL SAMPLl CAUCASOID 07-16-31 183-32-1749 

J THE R H ! S TOR Y I.N fOR MAT ION 

ASSOCIATES 

THOMAS A WINrEHS 
LOllIS T NOITS 

ADDRESSES 
27-25 QUEENS 8LVU JAMAICA 
260 NASSAU DH MINEOLA NY 

EMPLOYMENT 
090267 UNIVERSAL DIAPER co 
011768 UNIVERSAL DIAPER CO 
122269 DOWNTOWN TRON WORKS 

EDUCATION 
HIGHEST GRADl 11TH 

MILITARY 
BRANCH US ARMY 
DATE OF DISCHARGE 09-15-53 

SIU NO. 3015017 
SID NO 3015018 

Ny fREQ 03 
FREQ 02 

BABYLON NY 
BAIHLON NY 

NY NY 

8IHTH DATE/PLACE 
QUlENS NY 

FULDER 
FULDER 
WELDE~ 

SERVICE NO 
TYPE 

FREQ 05 

127305794 
DISHONORABLE 
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TO: COUNTY PROBATION DEPARTMENT 
ANYTOWN, NEW YORK 1 231+5 

RE: SAMUEL SAMPLE NYSIIS NO. 0078301A 

THE ABOVE INDIVIDUAL IS CURRENTLY LISTED AS 

UNDER SUPERVISION BY YOUR AGENCY. 
WANTED 

. YOUR AGENCY I.D. NO. 987651+ 

SUBJECT IS PRESENTLY IN THE CUSTODY OF 

ANYCITY, NEW YORK P • D. 

THEIR AGENCY I.D. NO. 456789 

ATTACHMENT B-3 
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APPENDIX 

~OPSlZED DEFINITION OF LEGISLATION MENTIONED THROUGHOUT THE TEXT 

·Ji YORK STATE SENATE BILL 9086-A 

. this bill, with an effective date of January l~ 1971, amends 
both the Correction and Executive laws of New York State and 
provides for the removal of the State Division of Parole from 
the Executive Department and consolidates it with the Department 
of Correction in a newly created Department of Correctional 
Services. 

~ YORK STATE SENATE BILL 9097 

.' this bill with an effective date of January 1, 1971, amends both 
the Correction and Executive law of New York State by providing 
for the removal of the State Division of Probation from the State 
Department of Correction and re-establishes it as a division 
within the Executive Department. 

~ YORK STATE SENATE BILL 7276 
~ YORK STATE ASSEMBLY BILL 4561 

. jointly enacted legislation with an effective date of September 
1, 1971i providing for the repeal of the Ne'w York State Code of 
Crimina Procedure and establishing in its place a Criminal Pro
cedure Law (CPL). This newly enacted law, contains provisions 
relative to criminal actions and proceedings throughout the State 
of New York. 

~e following is a brief narrative of the major contents of those 
~etions of the CPL mentioned in this presentation. 

L 160.10 

- fingerprints are required to be taken in the following instancesl 

-arrest for felony 
-arrest for penal law misdemeanor 
-arrest for misdemeanor defined outside the penal law, 
which would constitute a felony if the individual has 
a previous judgment of conviction for a crime. 

-loitering, as defined in subdivision three of section 
240.35 of the penal law. 

""='-~~~~--;:::::<~'1:S:,,"_ ~=,.~=="~:;;·~.::-~~::::= . ."~:'t-~~~;"X-'''::::;-'';:;~''''''''-'''<''.''--~~"'~'.C'-
I -
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CPL 160.20 

requires that fingerprints taken. in accordance with requirements 
of CPL 160.10 be forwarded to NYSIIS. 

CPL 160.30 

- requires NYSIIS to classify all fingerprints received, pursuant 
to CPL 160.20, search its records for pertinent information and 
transmit such information, or notification of lack thereof, to 
the forwarding police officer or agency. 

CPL 160.40 

- upon receipt of a fingerprint report from NYSIIS, the police 
officer or agency must promptly transmit such report or a 
copy thereof' to the distr1.ct attorney of the county. 

CPL 390.10 

- directs that the court may not pronounce sentence in the event 
of a conviction for any offense specified under CPL 160.10 
until it has received a fingerprint report from NYSIIS. 

CPL 390.20 

- directs that, if a felony conviction, the court must order a 
pre-sentence investigat:t.on of the defendant and may not pronounce 
sentence until it has received a written report of such investi
gation. 

- further directs that, if. a misdemeanor conviction, a pre-sentence 
report is not required but the court may not pronounce any of the 
following sentences unless it has ordered a pre-sentence investi
gation of the defendant and has received a written report thereof I 

-sentence of probation, 
-reformatory or alternative local reformatory sentence, 
-sentence of imprisonment for a term in excess of ninety days; 
-consecutive sentence of imprisonment for terms aggregating 
more than nlnety days. 

CPL 390.60 

- directs that, when a pe]~son is sentenced to any of the terllls of 
imprisonment mentioned in the misdemeanor section of CPL 390.20 
or to an indeterminate sentence of imprisonment, a copy of all 
pre-sentence reports anci memoranda be delivered to the person 
in charge to the correctional facility. 

10 

t) s' 

i 0 
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. CPL 530.20 
~. 
> 
f , 

~ 

directs that, when a defendant is charged with an offense or 
offenses of less than felony grade, the court must order 
recognizance or bail. 

- further directs that no local criminal court may order r.ecog
nizance or bail with respect to a defendant charged with a felony 
unless and untill 

- The district attorney has been heard or has waived his 
right to appear; and 

- The court has been furnished with a report of NYSIIS 
concerning the defendant's criminal record, if any. 

i o~,· ... ·".,,.-~t,.=,,.C":" .,.-~ ........... _." ....... ".c,'O~ 
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GLOSSARY 

ABBREVIATED SUMMARY CASE HISTORY 

a report indicating in a concise manner all available 
information relating to the individual's prior criminal 
justice experience. 

COMPREHENSIVE SUMMARY CASE HISTORY 

a detailed report chronicling all available information 
relating to the individual's prior criminal justice 
experience. 

COURT OF SERVICE 

the court or courts which a probation agency serves. 

4. CPL 

- Criminal Procedure Law' -- see APpendix for definition. 

5. HIGH PRIORITY REPORT 

- a report transmitted to supervisory agencies. (i.e. 
parole/probation) notifying them that an individual 
under thei~ supervision has re-entered the justice 
system via another event. 

(}\ 6. NO RECORD RESPONSE 

o 

- a report which indicates to the input agency' that the 
current event represents the individuals init1.al 
contact with the system. 

'I 
i! 
" 
" J/ :1 
il 
if 
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TABLE 2-1 POLICE DECISION POINTS AND REQUIRED SYSTEMS ASSISTANCE 

OPERATION 

SYSTEM ASSISTANCE 
(PAROLE/PROBATION 
REPORTING SYSTEM) 

TYPE RESPONSE 

INVESTIGATION 

In criminal investigation police 
oftentimes develop a list of suspects 
who may be responsible for an act. 
Since the checking out of this list 
involves valuable time a faster method 
is desirable. 

The investigating agency will forward 
its list of suspects to NYSIIS and 
NYSIIS will search its files and return 
all available information to the police 
agency. 

The response will consist of a compre
hensive summary case history on all 
input suspects. 

ARREST/BOOKING 

At this point the police proceed to place 
a formal charge against an individual in 
their custody. Further, they are required 
by law to fingerprint and photograph the 
suspect and fOI'ward the fingerprints and 
photo to NYSIIS (CPL 160.10). 

NYSIIS will seek to identify the 
individual. If the suspect is 
currently on parole or probation, 
NYSIIS will so inform both the 
arrest and supervising agencies. 

NYSIIS will respond with an 
abbreviated summary case history 
to the arresting agency and where 
applicable with a notification 
to the supervisory agency. 



----- - .~-

'rABLE 2-2 DISTRICT ATTORNEY DECISION POYNTS AND REQUIRED SYSTEMS ASSISTANCE 

OPERATION 

SYSTEM ASSISTANCE 
(PAROLE/PROBATION 
REPORTING SYSTEM) 

TYPE RESPONSE 

PRE-ARRAIGNMENT 

The Dist~ict Attorney has the right to 
be heard at this preliminary stage 
where decisions relating to bail/ROR 
for felony arrests will be undertaken. 
(CPL 530.20) 

In order to efficiently pursue his 
obligatione at this point .1n the 
process. the district attorney will 
require current background information 
on the individual. 

NYSIIS will forward an abbreviated 
copy of the individual's criminal 
background to the district attorney 
to assist in the bail/ROR process. 
This reply will be forwarded to the 
prosecu~or from NYSIIS via the 
arrest agency as required by law. 
(CPL 160-40). 

-,-

PRELIMINARY HEARING 

The operations of the district 
attorney at this stage are 
similar to those at the arraign
ment stage. 

Depending on the status of the 
accused between arraignment and 
preliminary hearing (bail/ROR) the 
prosecutor may required additional 
information concerning the activities 
of the defendant subsequent to the 
pre-arrignment phase. 

If ~~sistance is requested. NYSIIS 
will reply with either an updated 
summary case history or a "no further 
activity" response. 

GRAND JURY 

At thiepoint, the district 
attorney wil~ present the 
people's case in an attempt 
to obtain an indictment. 

See Preliminary Hearing. 

See Preliminary Hearing. 

ARRAIGNMENT 

The d1Btrict attorney upon 
indictment proceeds in a 
manner similar to the original 
arraignment. 

Depending on the statuBor 
the accused (bail/ROR etc.) 
the prosecutor may require 
additional updated information 
to assist his decision-making. 

See Preli~inary Hearing. 

--------

TRIAL 

During this stage, the 
prosecution assumes responsi
bility for presenting the 
people's case to a jury. 

Although the bulk or .rstells 
assistance will have previousl, 
been supplied, there ~xi~ts the 
possibility that further infor
mation will b~ required. PQ~ 
example, the prosecutor lIay )ieed 
to determine the background of 
a witness. 

If assistance i8 required at 
this point. NYSIIS will respond 
with a full background .report 
to the district attorney. 

SENTENCE 

No Activity. 

None Required. 

None Required. 

......._.001.........-. ______ _ 



TABLE 2-3 JUDICIAL DECISION POINTS AND REQUIRED SYSTEMS ASSISTANCE 

OPERATIONS 

SYSTEMS ASSISTANCE 
(PAROLE/PROBATION 
REPDRTINO SYSTEM) 

TYPE RESPONSE 

PRE-ARRAIONMENT/PRELIMINARY HEARINg 

At thi~ point in the Judicial proceaains, 
the Court must decide whether or not to 
grant bailor ROR. The Court will direct 
that a NYSIIS background history report 
be rorwarded. 

NYSIIS ... istance at thl. point will 
entail torwardins an abbreviated 
criminal history or no record reapon.e 
to the appropriate court to assist in 
the preliminary c~urt actions. 

A. required by law (CPL 530.20) NYSIIS 
will respond, upon recelpt ot a tlnser
print telony arrest report, with an 
abbreviated sUllll1ary case Mstory too the 
probation otrice serving the court. 

ARMIOJlll!NT 

At thl1 point (tollowin, 
IndictN&nt/intormatlon) 
the court asain considerl 
th~ disposition ot the 
detend~~t (i.e. ROR, bail, 
detain, etc.). 

Alll.tance .t thl. polnt will 
be ayallable trOll NYSII! upon 
recelpt ot an Inquil'J trOll 
the probatlcn depart .. nt and 
w11l consi~t or backsround 
intormation. 

It reque.ted, NY!IIS wlll 
relpond wlth either. "no 
t .. rther actly1ty" re.ponse 
or an abbn!ylltted 'UJaal'J 
ca.e historY to the probatlon 
orrice ror s~bmisslon to the 
court. 

PRE-TRIAL 

1ft '.0. (Youtht~\;( Ottendel') 0 •••• 
the eourt requlre. the probation 
~4' to conduct an Inye.tisation 
end docwaent the reeult. In a report. 
thl. report Is used b, the court 
to dete~ne It the' detendant will 
be ,i ... n Y.g. tre.t .. nt dUl'lns the 
tl'ial. The court .o .. tl ... requirea 
probatlon to .ake adult pre-trial 
Inye.tl,atlon. In lieu ot pre-
• ente~ce inyestisationl (aee 
pre-n"tence) • 

1ft .a.t In.tanee., NYSII! 
a •• l.tance at thl. point would 
not be necesaal'J due to preYioUi 
hl.tol'J transmlll.10n •• , However, 
It requested, NYSI,':::! w11l respond. 

".. re.liOn.e w11l be an abbl'lYi.ted 
.~ caee hl.t01'J and wlll be 
tranl.ltted to the Inye.tis.tin! 
probatlon asenc,. 

TRIAL 

No intorRatlon ne.ded. 

Ion. "equired. 

None required. 

Prior to the blpo.iUon ot 
.entence, the court 'l'Iquires 
th.t the prob.tion asene, 
prep.re a pre-sentence report 
on the conYictod individual. 
(CPL 390.10). 

upon reoelpt ot the requa.t. 
NYSIIS wl1l torward • cOIIIpre
hen.lye .u ... ry e •• e hletor, ot 
the individu.l to the prob.tion 
aseney preparin! the pr~~~entence 
report. 

See aboft. 

S!llTZHCIIO 

In pronouneln, lent.ne •• the 
court u ••• the probation 
report and othel' reported 
Intonaatlon concern In! the 
Indlyldu.l. The court could 
aleo dealre current infor
mation, at thia tl.e, .~ 
ev1dence that the dereHd.nt 
haa not co.-ttted aOJ new 
orrenaee wh1le .waltin! trial • 

All .,.t... • •• 1.tan~ nec ••• &I'J 
at thil etace hal b.en p~vlded 
In the pre-.entenae .tase. 
Ho,",Yer, Ihould the. court require 
contlr11atlon that no crt.lr.al 
activity occurred b.twe~" 'the 
pre-aentenee and .entence at.se, 
NYSIIS w111 foMf.rd eithel' a "no 
rurther actlYit," reeponse or an 
updated cri.lnal hletory detailin! 
all evente reported to NYSIIS 
since the last date or transmiesion. 

See .boye. 

DISCHAROE 

The aourt at thl. point 
requil'l. tntOl'll&tion In order 
to deteradne It there exlets 
an, cau.e lesel or otherwise 
tor refuein! prob.tion releaee. 

IIDon l'I"lpt ot • pre-releaee 
cheat lnqulr.r. IfYSIIS will se.rch 
the inaiYldual'. flle. and reply 
to the ~rob.tlon &sene, BO that 
It .. , prep~re It. report for 
the court. Ho .. yer. ainee NYSIIS 
will routlnel, be notiryin! 
prob.tion ssenaie. or any new 
cri.tn.l .ctlylt, on the part or 
tho.e superYi.ed •• ssistance 
here will be .tni .. l. 

It requll'1d. NYSIIS will re.pond 
with either a -no further 
.ctlyit," reapone. or an 
abbreviated su..a1"J case hlatol"J. 
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~~9L! 2-5A LOCAL CORRECTION DECISION POINTS AND REQUIRED SYSTEMS ASSISTANCB 
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OPERATIONS 

SYSTEM ASSISTANCB 
(PAROLE/PROBATION 
REPORTING SYSTEM-) 

TUE RESPONSE 

DETENTION 

At this point correction 
authorities are charsed with 
the custody of individuals held 
prior to arraisnment~ in lieu 
ot pre-trial bail, awaiting, 
sentencing, etc. 

NYSIIS will allist theae 
facilities by providing back
~~ound history, includins arrest/ 
d$sposition information and 
wh~n available and officially 
cert~fied, information relative 
to mel'Jtal hygiene admission data~ 
narcoti~ and/or excessive 
alcohol ~sage. etc. This type 
of reply ~~ seen as providing 
the basis f,'r proper super
vision of th\~ inmate. 

NTSIIS will respond ~t this 
point with an abbrevlt~ted 
summary case history. 

-,-~ - --~- ---- -~. '.~-----~-"""'----~---------------

POST SENTENCE COMMITMENT 

at this point the facility accepts 
relponsibility for the custody 
of the convicted individual. 
It .1s the responsibil1ty of each 
facility to notify NYS!IS, via 
fingerprints, of th~ receipt of 
all sentenced individuals. 
(Correction Law 618) 

IfIIIS is required bl law 
(CPL 390.10) to provide 
information on all personl 
convicted ot a fingerprintabie 
eri.e. In so.e cases the 
replies previously submitted 
at arraignment or pre-trial 
will suffice. In either case 
thereport wben available must 
be transmitted to the 
correction institution 
(CPL 390.60). 

When reque.ted bl probation 
..-ncies preparing pre
.entence reports, NYSIIS 
will supply comprehensive 
.ummary case history. This 
hist.ory will accompany the 
prisoner to the institution. 

TRANSPER 

On oocasion. Correction is 
required to Ihift in_tes 
between facilities. This shitt 
may be caused by reasons such 
as over-crowding. 1)t' lack of 
available educational or 
Yecational programs at a 
particular facility. 

!htl activity require. no direct 
system assistance at this time. 

None Required. 

RELEASE 

At thil point correction 
either releases the indiv
idual upon reaching maximum 
expiration of sentence or 
releases him to parole 
supervision. 

No .,.te. ".lstanc. 
required froe NTSIIS at 
this point. However, NYSIIS 
will be .1nfol'lled of all 
release. and type ( .. ximum 
expiration, parole, etc.) 
This will be added to the 
individuals base file and 
it necessary action will be 
taken on the status tile. 

None Required. 

POLLOW-UP 

Correctional authorltiel feel there 
II a need for the co~ilation of 
Itatistical Itudies (both 
individual and !rOup) which will 
.. sist the. in the evaluation and 
plannins of institutional progl'ua 
directed towards theimprovetnerJt 
ot the in_te. 

arlt.. ..sletanc. at thl. point Is 
requested In provldlnl data which 
would assilt the correction a~n
l.trators In their evaluation 
process. The depth of NYSIIS 
assistance has not as yet been tully 
ascertained, however, it is felt 
that the preli.inarr steps in this 
operation will follow one or a 
co.binatlon or the types listed 
below. 

At the present tl.e, NYSIIS envisions 
reports which .., tall into some or 
allot the following types: 

•• report sillilar to Uniform Parole 
Reports; 

b. individual repone 'iit re-arranged 
int~rvals to monitor the persons· 
progress rollowing releasei 

c. general studies on groups of 
similar individuals and their 
progress in the post-release period. 
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OPERATIONS 

SYSTEM ASSISTANCE 
(PAROLE/PROBATION 
REPORTING SYSTEM) 

TYPE RESPONSE 

DETENTION 

No Applicable 

None Required 

None Required 

POST SENTENCE COMMITMENT 

See Local Correctional 
Facilities. 

-do-

-do-

TRANSFER 

See Local Corr~ctiona1 
Faci11ties. 

SI.te.. assistance does not appear 
to be app11cable, at this point, 
to State Correctional Facilities. 
This is primarily due to ractors 
such as ~ less dense inmate 
population per raci1ity, longer 
sentences. etc. 

None Required. 

P.ELEASE 

See Local Co~ 'rectional Facilities. 

-do-

-do-

POLLOW-UP DATA 

See Local Correctional Pacilities 

Due to the present inYOlvelllmt 
or·the State Correction Department 
Re •• arch Unit in this t,pe 
appliCation, no direct system 
a.eistance Is envisioned. However. 
MlSIIS will investigate the 
possibillt, or providIng servIce 
In a", area ae yet uncovered or 
.ini-.ll, covered by the department 
research unit. 

At the present time assletance is 
eeen as encompassing .those areae 
.. ntioned In Section VII or this 
report. 
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TABLE 2-6 PAROLE DECISION POINTS AND REQUIRED SYSTEMS ASSISTANCI 

OP!RATION 

SYSTEM ASSISTANCE 
(PAROLE/PROBATION 
REPORTING SYSTEM) 

TYPE RESPONSE 

REARINO 

A report i_ prepared at this poInt b7 
the Parole Otticer showIng the social, 
aarital, militar,y and educational 
background ot the potentIal parolee, 
ThIs report ie one or the ractors 
considered by the Parole Board In 
&ranting parole. 

Intor.atlon requIred at thl. point 1_ 
obtainsd b7 the parole otticer throuBh 
inmate inter.lew., parole area agenc, 
Inve.tigation and review ot the probation 
report. S,stem assistance at this polnt 
would depend on the status ot the detend&nt 
between conviction and sentence. However, 
regardless at pre-sentence status, parole 
will receive a cop~ or the pre-sentence 
report troa the probation orfice 
(CPL 39<).60), 

It the inaate ha. remained'in custod, 
durlng the pre-sentence period, there 
will ba no need tor NYSIIS to suppl, 
any intormation at this point since tha 
repl, given probation for its pre
sentence investigation will Bufrlce. 
However, it the inmate has been released 
on bail/ROR during the pre-sentence 
period, NYSIIS will be prepared to 
torward e1ther a "no further ac1tivit,W 
response or an upd~ted criminal hi. tory 
report. 

RELEASE TO PAROLE 

Parole is given advance notice 
when a man will be .'elea.ed 
and to which area parole 
oftice the parolee will be 
anlgned. 

Required intor.ation at 
this point i. contained 
in the parole case tolder 
received trom Correction. 
All required intormation 
is checked to insure this 
data is in the tolder.. It 
an, intormation is missing 
a request is made tor it 
through th~ Dapert.ent ot 
Correctional Servlce.. When 
an inmate is relea.ed NYSIIS 
will receive notitication or 
this relea.e and will update 
its tiles ror the individual. 

None Required. 

TRANSPER 

Transrer case. are handled b, the local transrerrins and accept Ins agencie •• 
Transrer reports are torwarded to the Psrole Central Otrice. 

TRAHSPER OUT 0' NEW YORK STATE 

Ho assistance 1. required at thl. deol.10n point due to the cantrall.ed 
structure at the Dlvl.10n ot Parole. All responses on the part ot NYSIIS 
concern ins an, parole actlvlt, are forwarded directl, to the Central ottices 
ot Parole tor action and tollow-up. 

TRANSFER TO N!II YORr; STATE 

New York State upon recelvlns a request tro. another state to ... U88 auper
vision responalbil1ties wili request backsround Intonoatlon on the parolee. 
At pre.ent no s,ste. as.lstance i. pertormed, however, NYSIIS does po •• ess 
the capsbillty ot .earching its tiles, ba.ed on tingerprints, to alcertain 
if the individual has a record in New York Stste. 

- In either case NYSIIS will be notltied at the transter so that 
the proper tl1e updating may be performed. 

TRANSFER OUT 0' NEW YORK STATE 

None Required. 

TRANSFER TO H!II YORr; STATE 

NYS!IS would reply, wlth a comprehenlive summary case hlstory or no-record 
res~onse to the Central Ottices ot New York State Parole. 

SUPERVISION 

as th1a polnt, parols"s 
auat report to their alalsned 
parole otticer at soheduled 
time periods. Pal"ole officers 
durins this 'ti... prepare a 
report tummarizlng the parolee's 
activities durins his release. 

Aasl.tanoe at thl. point would 
be reotricted to that outlined 
in the "violation" decl8ion 
point. 

See Violation 

VIOLATION 

Parole prepares a report at this 
time in all instancee where a 
parolee i. charged with absconding, 
a new offense or II technical 
violation. 

Assistance .., be rendered at thls 
point b, providins intoraation on 
criminal activities ot peraon. 
under parole supervision. In 
processlng new arrest InrQ~.tlgn 
against a statu. tile NYSIIS will 
be able to recognize whether the 
individual is a parolee and/or 
in a wanted statu •• 

Upon recosni.lns parole and/or 
wanted status, NYSIIS will note 
this condition on the abbreviated 
criminal history reply to the 
arre.t agenc, and will immediatel, 
notif, Parole of the location ot 
the parolee via a high priority 
notifIcation. 

DISCHARGE 

Parole wiU at thl8 point 
dilcharse a parolee when 
his maximum time i. up. 

No a,.ter~ alsi.tance Is 
required at this decision 
pOint. Parole will notif, 
NYSIIS ot all individuals 
ec=?l~Elr.; pnrul~ ~1ther 
through being returned 
to an institution or 
satistactory completion ot 
the .upervisory period. 
NY31IS-will then update its 
file. ror the individual. 

None Required. 

POLLOW-UP DJ,TA 

Data collected at thle point i. 
used to e.aluate the effectiveness 
of parole programs in terms or 
knowing wh, some parolees return 
to the lame or difrerent crime 
patterns th .. t existed when the, 
were institutionalized. 

At pre.ent, the Research Unit at the 
DiY1aion or Parole complIes and 
distributel atatiltics concernins a 
wide range at parole operations an~ 
parole experience. nYSIIS can aB81.t 
this tunction b, providin~pertinent 
backsround intoraation rrom its riles. 
In addlt I,on, NYSIIS will 111 thlll neal' 
ruture, explore with Parolft the 
possibility ot providing actlve 
auletance in r"ture statistical 
pt'Ograms. 

Although NYSIIS doea not prea.ntl, 
respond at this point, intoraatlon 
is available in it. files, nonitorlnc 
th" current activities of individuala 
released rro. supervision. 
Discussions are planned ~ith the 
Division ot Parole which will explore 
the maximum utilization ot thia 
information. 

, 

.' 
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TABLE ~-l TYPE RESPONSE BY AGENCY DECISION POINT 1 of 2 
.. ' 

" 

Response ADDITIONAL RESPONSES 
Agency Decision Point Input Type Required Legal Source Type Response How Satisfied . 

. 

A Investigation Inquiry Yes None Comprehensive History By Direct NYSIIS Response At the time ot res~onge to the Police at the arrest/ 
or No Record booking point (B-1 BYSIIS will also torward responses 

to the District Attorney, the Court and Probation in 
order to satisty their needs at C-1, 0-1 and X-1. In 

Police addition, should the arrest concern an individual cur-
.. rent1y under Probation or Parole supervision, NYSIIS 

will assist Parole and Probation by forwarding a 
B Arrest/Booking Update Yes CPL 160.10 Abbreviated History By Direct NYSIIS Response response which will satisfy their needs at N-1 and 

or No Record R-1. 

C Preliminary None Yes CPL 160.40 Abbreviated History By MYSIIS Response at B-1 None 
Arraignment CPL 530.20 

,. 
District D Orand Jury None No ------------- ---------------------~---- -------------------------------Attorney 

E Arraignment None Yes CPL 210.15 Abbreviated HistorT By MYSIIS Response at L-1 
CPL 530.40 

F Trial None No ------------- -------------------------- -------------------------------

I 
~ 

0 Preliminary 
Arra~3nment 

Update· Yes CPL 530.20 Abbreviated History By NYSIIS Response at B-1 None 

H Arraignment None Yes 
Court 

CPL '530.40 Abbreviated History By MYSIIS Response at L .. 1 

-I Trial None No ------------- -------------------------- -------------------------------
J Sent..ence Update· Yes CPL 390.20 Comprehensive History By NYSllS Response at M-1 

• ·c~ 

~ 
1 2 3 It- 5 6 7 

! .-~---~ --------, .. ----.....-,------------,-~---------------------------------...,.r----,....-------..... ---------------,..,.. .. 



TABLE 4-1 TYPE RESPOIBB BY AGENCY DECISION POINT 

A.gency Decision Point Input Type 
Response 
Required Legal Source 

K Preliminary Wone Yes cpr~ ;30.20 
Arraignment 

L Arraignment Inquiry Yes CPL ;30.40 

M Pre-Sentence Inquiry Yes CPt 390.10 

Probation 
N Supervision Inquiry/ 

WOile· zg Yes/Yea -------------

0 Release Inquiry/ Yesilfo -------------Update. 

P Classification Inquiry· Yes -------------
Q Release to Parol. Update No 

_c: ___________ 

,/liIJIA'role 
R Supervision Inquiry/ 

Wone· zg 
Yes/Yes Corr.ctioh 

Law 216 

S Release from InJuiry/ Yes/lfo -------------Parole Up ate. 

T Detention Update Yes -------------
U Admission Update No LJ. CPL 390.60 

Correction 

V Release Update No -------------

2 3 

. ........ ' .. 

Type Response How Satisfied 

Abbreviated History By NYSIIS Response at B-1 

Abbreviated History By Direct NYSIIS Response 

Comprehensive History By Direct NYSIIS Response 

Subsequent Report/ By Direct NYSIIS Response 
High Priority Notice 

Subsequent Report/None By Direct NYSIIS Response 

.' Compreh~nsive History By NYSIIS Response at M-1 

. 

. -------------------------- --------------------------------
Subsequent Report/ By Direct NYSIIS Response 
High Priority Notice 

Subsequent Report/None By Direct NYSIIS Response 

Abbreviated History By Direct MYSIIS Response 

Comprehensive History ByNYSIIS Response at M-1 

----------------~--------~ -----------------~-----------

6 

. :"'~'" I" t .' "l ..' .-.. ' ~ ~., t I 

ADDITIONAL RESPONSES 

At the tiae of ~e9ponse to Probation at the Arraign-
ment point (L-1) NYBIIS vi11 also forward responses 
to the District Attorney and the Court to satisfy 
decision points E-1 and H-1. 

At the time of response to Probation at the Pre-
Sentence decision point (M-1) RYSIIS vi11 also 
forward responses to the court

l 
Parole and Cor-

rection to satisfy decision po nts J-l, P-1 and 
U-1. 

If for ~ rea.on, Parol. 40es not receive a copy 
of the lIS report sugr1ied to Probation at the 
Pre-Sentence decision po nt (M-l) ftYSIIS villI 
upon request, forward a history report to sat sty 
the needs of Parole in the classification proc~ss 
(P-l} • 

If tor any reaso~ Correction does not rec.iYe a 
copy of the NYSII8 report supplied to Probation 
at the Pre-Sentence decision point (M-1) NYSIIS 
will, upon request, forward a history report to 
satisfy the needs of Correction in the admission 
process (U-l). 

7 
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